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Preface
Document Control
Rijkswaterstaat Zee En Delta gives a unique document reference number to each Controlled Copy Holder of
this Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP), as detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: Controlled copy holders
Copy Number

Company

Position

Note: Hard copies are not controlled and reference should be made to the electronic copies for the up-to-date version.

Rijkswaterstaat Zee En Delta will review, revise and update this OSCP, for the following reasons:
If there are changes to legal requirements
when significant changes occur in Rijkswaterstaat Zee En Delta business operations, for example:
o High level organisational restructuring
o Significant changes to the risk identified
o following oil spill exercises
o following oil spill incidents

Amendment Record
For each revision of this OSCP, Rijkswaterstaat Zee En Delta will insert approval signatures and details in
Table 2. Include details on the revision number, description and indication of the revised pages or
paragraphs and amendment approval date.
Table 2: Amendment record
Revision Number
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Amendment Approval Date
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Abbreviation List
ADDS
AT
BST
COLREG
DCO
DWT
EBT

Aerial Dispersant Delivery System
Advice Team
Bestrijdingsteam
Equivalent to the ERT

Collisions Regulations Convention
Directie Communicatie (Ministerie IenM)
Communications Directorate of the Ministry of Infrastructure & Environment
Deadweight tonnage
Insular Policy Team
Bonaire: EBT
St Eustatius: ERS
Saba: EOC

EOC

Emergency Operations Centre

ERS

Eilandelijke Rampenstaf

ERT

Emergency Response Team

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone
Departmentaal Coordinatiecentrum Crisisbeheersing Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu
Departmental Coordination Centre for Crisismanagement of the Ministry of
Infrastructure & Environment
Gas chromatography-flame ionization detection
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection
Hydro Meteo Centrum Noordzee
Hydro Meteo Centre North Sea
The Inter-American Convention
Incident Action Plan
Incident Commander
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment
Interdepartmental Commission Crisis Management
International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation
Kustwacht Caribisch Gebied
Dutch Caribbean Coastguard
Landelijke Commissie Milieu-incidenten
Ministeriele Commissie Crisisbeheersing
Ministerial Commission Crisis Management
Marine Protected Area
Net Environmental Benefit Analysis
On-Scene Commander
Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Oil Spill Response Ltd
Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Personal Protective Equipment

DCC-IenM
GC-FID
GC-MS
GESAMP
HMCN
IAC
IAP
IC
IenM
ICCb
ITOPF
KWCG
LCM
MCCb
MPA
NEBA
OSC
OSCP
OSRL
PAH
PPE
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PSSA
RCT
RWS
SCAT
SCF
SG
STENAPA
STINAPA
TZ
ULCC
UNCLOS
UVF
VLCC
VOO
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Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA)
Regional Crises Team
Rijkswaterstaat Zee En Delta
Shoreline Cleanup Assessment Technique
Saba Conservation Foundation
Specific Gravity
St Eustatius National Parks
Bonaire National Parks Foundation
Territorial Zone
Ultra Large Crude Carriers
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
Ultra violet fluorescence
Very Large Crude Carriers
Vessel of Opportunity
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Scope
This Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP) provides practical guidance on the action and reporting requirements
during an oil spill in the Caribbean waters around the islands of Bonaire (Figure 2), St Eustatius and Saba
(BES Islands) (Figure 2). It follows international and Dutch Caribbean best practice, ISO 15544 and the IMO
Manual on Assessment of Oil Spill Risk and Preparedness1.

International Maritime Boundary

Exclusive Economic Zone

International Equidistance Boundary
Kingdom Boundary
Straight Baselines

Contiguous Zone
Territorial Sea

Figure 1: Location of Bonaire Island with sea zones

1

International Maritime Organization; 2010 Edition
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This OSCP is a technical document for use by the ‘front line’ response in the BES Islands, providing tactical
and operational guidance. This OSCP offers guidance on the necessary actions to prevent and/or minimise
any accidental discharge of oil and to mitigate any negative effects. This document follows tiered
preparedness and response that is consistent with the OPRC Convention2.
This OSCP provides specific guidance to personnel who may be involved in a spill response related to
Rijkwaterstaat Zee En Delta (RWS) jurisdiction on the BES Islands. Specifically it supplies the response
organisations from both RWS and BES administration with the tactical and strategic response strategies,
main procedures and information required during an oil spill response. The OSCP works in partnership with
the Emergency Response Plan for the Dutch Caribbean3, which sets out the strategic emergency response
functions for the Dutch Caribbean.

International Maritime Boundary

Exclusive Economic Zone

International Equidistance Boundary
Kingdom Boundary
Straight Baselines

Contiguous Zone
Territorial Sea

Figure 2: St Eustatius and Sea Islands Saba with sea zones

2
3

International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation (OPRC ’90)
Emergency Response Plan for the Dutch Caribbean. Final Draft 21st January 2013.
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This OSCP covers the following operations on the BES Islands:
Production: Oil spills arising from production activities
Pipelines: Oil spills arising from pipelines transporting oil
Ports and Harbours: Oil spills arising from activities associated with ports and harbours
Oil Refinery: Oil spills arising from activities associated with the oil refinery
Oil Storage: Oil spills arising from the storage of oil
Shipping: Oil spills arising from shipping
RWS does not own or operate any oil production facilities on the BES Islands, but has a responsibility to the
three international oil companies on the islands of Bonaire and St Eustatius. BOPEC, NuStar and Curoil
operate oil terminals, storage facilities and moorings on the BES Islands, with RWS providing law
enforcement and the licence to operate. This OSCP covers the current production operations in the
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the BES Islands plus the future anticipated bunkering of cruise ships.
Refer to: Operational Overview, Section 7 (pg. 60) for further operational details.

Use of the OSCP
This OSCP consists of two main parts and the Appendices. Part 1, the Action Plan (Sections 1 to 6) should
be utilised in the event of an emergency whilst Part 2, Reference Information (Sections 7 to 9) is primarily
for background information.
Overview of Incident Command and Control
The responsibility for emergency response in the Territorial Zone (TZ) (12 nautical miles) and the EEZ (200
nautical miles) of the BES Islands is allocated to either the Lieutenant Governor or Harbourmaster of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba (refer to Section 2.3 for a full description). The Ministry of Infrastructure and
the Environment (IenM) assumes overall responsibility for all incidents.
Each island operates its own in country Emergency Response Team (ERT) chaired by the Harbourmaster,
which is supported by the RWS Bestrijdingsteam (BST) in the Netherlands. If necessary, a BST Technical
Advisor will be mobilised to country. As an incidents escalates, the ERT is supported by each island’s Insular
Policy Team (called the EBT on Bonaire, the ERS on St Eustatius and the EOC on Saba), chaired by the
Lieutenant Governor. As an incident escalates, additional organisations become involved in the emergency
response. Additional lines of communication are opened between RWS and the BES Islands. For a Tier 1
spill escalating to a Tier 3, additional support from RWS is mobilised to country.
Refer to: Response Upscaling and Downscaling, Appendix 6; for the full description of incident command
and control in the BES Islands.
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Action Plan
1

Alert Procedure, Initial Actions and Notifications

1.1

Tier 1
Tier 1

Initial Actions
*EBT - Bonaire / ERS - St Eustatius / EOC - Saba

Insular Policy
Team

(EBT / ERS / EOC)*
Chairman:
LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR

Refer to: Section 2, Action Checklists for the complete response actions required
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR actions:
· Will work with the Island Secretary to notify members of the Insular Policy Team (EBT)
· Coordinates the provision of information with the line ministers involved
· Assumes role as spokesperson and is responsible for communications, including media and liaise with RWS on media
· Directs any participating emergency services as needed
EBT actions:
· Makes strategic decisions to assist the emergency response
· Agrees decision making with the Government Representative and the Sea and Delta Department in the Netherlands
· Establishes the level of emergency response needed
· Develops the communication strategy and the spokesperson activities in consultation with RWS
Information and coordination point of the crises management process for
the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment
DCC-IenM Picket Officer informs the official and political top, the policy units
that are involved, the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate and
the Communication Directorate of the department
If necessary, DCC-IenM arranges the interdepartmental coordination with
the National Crisis Centre at the Ministry of Security and Justice or directly
with the departmental coordination centres of other ministries involved

·
·

DCC IenM
·

RWS BST

Chairman:
BST RESPONSE
ADVISOR
Advisors:
Technical Specialists

Legend:
Information
centre
Tier 1
response

BST RESPONSE ADVISOR actions:
· Acting remotely based in the Netherlands
· Contacts the Harbourmaster to provide support if needed and confirm what
RWS equipment has been deployed
· Strategically support the Harbourmaster until the response can be
demobilised
· Help develop the IAP
· Inform the Departmental Coordination Centre for Crisismanagement of the
Ministry of Infrastructure & Environment (DCC-IenM)
· Inform the Departmental Communications Organisation (DCO) of IenM
· Liaise with the Landelijke Commissie Milieu-incidenten (LCM) for
environmental technical advise
· Oil spill claims management

Hydro Meteo
Centre North Sea
(HMCN)

·

HMCN alert the BST Response Advisor of incident

Dutch
Carribbean
Coastguard
(KWCG)

·
·
·

Notify Hydro Meteo Centre North Sea (HMCN):
0031 70-3366800
If able, add further information to the POLREP and send to HMCN
Inform neighbouring countries in the region of oil spill using the POLREP

HARBOURMASTER actions:
· In the event of an oil spill St Eustatius and Saba Harbourmasters will inform each other
· Notify the Dutch Carribbean Coastguard (KWCG):
00599 4637700
00599 9913

ERT

UNKNOWN

Chairman:
HARBOURMASTER
Marine Park
Local Fisherman
Diving Industry

KNOWN

Complete POLREP (POLlution REPort form)
· Notify the Lieutenant Governor of the Island: Bonaire, St Eustatius, Saba
If source of spill is known:
· Using information from the Terminal Management / Vessel Captain, estimate oil spill tier
· Instruct and approve the Terminal Management / Vessel Captain response actions
If source of spill unknown or no response actions being undertaken:
· Gather information on injuries, hazards, location, cause of spill etc, estimate oil spill tier
· Mobilise Emergency Response Team (ERT)
· Mobilise all mechanical containment and recovery RWS equipment as necessary
· Inform Hydro Meteo Centre North Sea (HMCN) of equipment mobilisation
· If want to use dispersants, request permission from RWS
· If permission granted, mobilise dispersant spraying from available vessels
· Assume Incident Commander (IC) role and assume control of the response (refer to: Harbourmaster Action Checklist,
Section 2)
· Assume Operations, Planning, Logistics and Finance responsibilities until able to delegate (refer to: Action Checklists,
Section 2)
· Develop Incident Action Plan (IAP) (refer to: IAP template, Appendix 3)
· Support Bestrijdingsteam (BST) claims management
· Notify KWCG of all actions so far
ERT actions:
· Follow Harbourmaster instructions
· Deploy oil spill response equipment
· Follow IAP

Figure 3: Tier 1 initial alert, actions and notifications
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1.2

Tier 2

Figure 4: Tier 2 initial alerts, actions and notifications
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1.3

Tier 3

Figure 5: Tier 3 initial alerts, actions and notifications
Document No: CONS0600
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2

Action Checklists

Action checklists are available for all parties involved in an oil spill response on the BES Islands. The
following principles apply to oil spill response management by RWS:
The oil spill operational response will be led by the Harbourmaster
The tactical response will be led by the RCT Chairman
The ministerial level strategic response assistance, support and advice will be provided by the RCT or the
Coordination Group of the IenM
BES Island representation through the Lieutenant Governor of each island, and the National Representative
Dutch Caribbean

2.1
2.1.1

Operational Response
Harbourmaster

For all localised Tier 1 spills from a terminal or vessel, the Harbourmaster instructs, supports and approves
all response actions taken.
The Harbourmaster is the Incident Commander (IC) for all incidents where there are no response actions
from the polluter
HARBOURMASTER
Incident Commander
Can be one person or a team
Acts as the first point of contact for all maritime incidents including oil spills
Acts as the Island Contact Point (ICP) and notifies the Dutch Caribbean Coastguard (KWCG) and
Lieutenant Governor of the islands for all spills
Sets overall direction and tactical management of the incident, allocates sufficient resources and
personnel for all oil spill incidents
Begin Personal Log
DOCUMENT
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Make safety the first priority
SAFETY
Make sure action has been taken to stop operational activities and if safe, stop spill
ONLY approach the spill from upwind of the source
KWCG

Tel: 00599 4637700
Tel: 00599 9913

ALERT

ASSESS THE SPILL

Document No: CONS0600

Lieutenant Governor
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 1
Neighbouring islands Harbourmasters and incoming vessel traffic
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 1
Mobilise the ERT if required
Complete and send the POLlution REPort (POLREP) to the KWCN
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Complete oil spill tier assessment
Estimate and verify the oil spill tier assessment; liaise with RWS BST Response Advisor
and identify suitable response strategies.
Identify suitable response strategies
Refer to: Response Strategy Selection, Section 5, (pg. 37)
If an accurate measurement is not available estimate oil spill size
Refer to: Aerial Surveillance Field Guide in Response Strategies, Appendix 4
15
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HARBOURMASTER
Incident Commander

RESPONSE
COMMUNICATIONS

RESPONSE ACTIONS

FINAL ACTIONS

Document No: CONS0600

Receive incident status reports from the Terminal Manager / Vessel Master if
response actions occurring
Instruct and approve Terminal Manager / Vessel Master response actions
If the ERT is mobilised, conduct incident briefings at suitable times. Outline:
Changes to the incident situation
Incident objectives and response strategies to achieve them
The effectiveness of the response strategies being employed
Support and resource requirements
Site safety concerns
Waste management
Request additional resources from RWS BST Response Advisor as soon as possible
Update the Lieutenant Governor of the island on the response progress
Direct all media enquiries to the Lieutenant Governor of the island
Tier 3: Acting as IC and conduct briefings to:
ERT
OSRL
Volunteer responders
If ERT is mobilised, ensure the BST Response Advisor response objectives are being
met
Coordinate the activity of the ERT
Establish the EOC at the Harbourmaster building
Mobilise all mechanical containment and recovery RWS equipment
Inform HMCN of equipment mobilisation
Request permission to use dispersant if dispersant is identified as a suitable response
strategy from RWS
Perform test spray to ensure dispersant efficacy and request effectiveness monitoring
from OSRL
If permission granted, mobilise dispersant spraying from available aircraft or Vessels
Of Opportunity (VOO’s)
Assume Operations, Planning, Logistics and Finance responsibilities until able to
delegate
Refer to: Operations and Planning responsibilities and general tasks, Table 3 (pg. 18)
Logistics and Finance responsibilities and general tasks, Table 4 (pg. 19)
Develop Incident Action plan (IAP)
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Support BST claims management
If additional personnel have arrived on site ensure they are fully briefed, placing
emphasis on health and safety associated with that site and particularly related to the
incident
Coordinate demobilisation and close-out of the incident if appropriate
Collect and maintain relevant documents from response operations
Complete Personal Log and collect Personal Logs for all members of the ERT
Complete demobilisation procedures
Lead the incident sites debrief and relay findings to the BST Response Advisor. Provide
support for the incident investigation and analysis as required
When safe, restart normal operations
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2.1.2

BST Technical Advisor

BST TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Sent to country
Tier 2 & Tier 3: Mobilised to country to support and advise the Harbourmaster with the tactical
management of the incident and act as a liaison to the RCT
The Tier 2 & Tier 3 actions are only applicable once the BST Technical Advisor is in country
Begin Personal Log
DOCUMENT
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
SAFETY
Make safety the first priority for all operations
Liaise with BST Response Advisor to ensure RWS response guidance and objectives
are being met
RESPONSE
Direct all media enquiries to the Lieutenant Governor of the island
COMMUNICATIONS Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 1
Tier 2: Provide technical and strategic advise to the Harbourmaster (IC)
Tier 3: Provide technical and strategic advise to the Harbourmaster (IC)
Act as main point of contact for OSRL personnel

RESPONSE ACTIONS

FINAL ACTIONS

Document No: CONS0600

Request additional technical personnel from the BST Response Advisor
Tier 2: Advise and support the Harbourmaster to ensure BST incident objectives are
being met
Tier 3: Advise and support the Harbourmaster to ensure BST incident objectives are
being met
Tier 2 escalating towards & Tier 3: Working with the Harbourmaster (IC), facilitate the
mobilisation and deployment of the RWS/OSRL equipment in country
Tier 2 escalating towards & Tier 3: Coordinate the arrival of Tier 3 resources and
personnel (OSRL). Identify equipment lay down areas and logistics requirements to
support Tier 3 resources and personnel. Keep the Harbourmaster (IC) updated with all
new arrangements
Complete Personal Log and submit to the Harbourmaster
Support the Harbourmaster (IC) with demobilisation procedures
Support any incident sites debrief and relay findings to the BST Response Advisor.
Provide support for the incident investigation and analysis as required
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The IC (Harbourmaster) will assume the roles of Operations, Planning, Logistics and Finance during the early
stages of an incident, until appropriate personnel are available to fill these positions. Bearing in mind the
limited human resources on the BES Islands, these roles are to be appointed to other team members or
organised on an ad-hoc basis.
Table 3 and Table 4 list the overarching responsibilities and general tasks of each position.
Table 3: Responsibilities and general tasks for Operations and Planning

Operations

Leads the Operations Section
Ensure suitable strategies are selected and available resources allocated to meet the
incident objectives
Responsible for strategic management and support of all operations and operational
personnel following approved safety practices

General tasks include:
Assign work locations and preliminary work tasks to Operations personnel
Evaluate and request sufficient staffing for both operational and planning activities
Supervise field personnel to ensure response objective are being met
Attend incident command meetings if required
Implement the IAP for the Operations Section
Pass on information about any changes in the status of resources assigned to Operations to the Planning Section
Ensure that Operations personnel execute work assignments following approved safety practices
Identify / utilise equipment staging areas for current and future response equipment levels
Subdivide work areas into manageable units and ensure nominated personnel have responsibility for each task
Coordinate planned activities with the safety representative to ensure compliance with and best safety practices
are followed

Planning

Leads the Planning Section
Responsible for the collection, evaluation, dissemination and use of the incident
information and maintaining status of assigned resources

General tasks include:
Assign work locations and preliminary work tasks to Planning personnel.
Collect, process and display incident information for all other section members and ensure information is kept
updated
Assist the Operations Section Chief in the development of response strategies
Supervise the tracking of incident personnel and resources
Establish information requirements and reporting schedules
Determine the need for any specialised resources in support of the incident
Establish special information collection activities as necessary (e.g. weather, environmental, toxics etc.)
Keep the IC appraised of any significant changes in the incident status
Oversee preparation and implementation of an incident demobilisation plan
Incorporate plans (e.g. Traffic, Medical, Communications and Site Safety) into the IAP
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Develop other incident supporting plans (e.g. salvage, transition, security) if needed
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Table 4: Responsibilities and general tasks for Logistics and Finance
Logistics

Leads the Logistics Section
Responsible for the logistical support operation (facilities, materials and services) in
support of the incident

General tasks include:
Assign work locations and preliminary work tasks to Logistics personnel
Assemble and brief Logistics personnel
Determine and supply immediate incident resource and facility needs
In conjunction with the IC, develop and advise all personnel of the resource approval and requesting process
Identify long term service and support requirements for planned and expected operations
Advise the IC and other Section Chiefs on resource availability to support incident needs
Identify resource needs for incident contingencies
Request and / or set up expanded ordering processes as appropriate to support the incident
Ensure the general welfare and safety of Logistics personnel

Finance

Leads the Finance and Administration Section
Responsible for all financial, administrative and cost analysis aspects of the incident

General tasks include:
Assign work locations and preliminary work tasks to Finance personnel.
Review operational plans and provide alternatives where financially appropriate
Manage all financial aspects of the incident
Provide financial and cost analysis information as required
Ensure that all other Sections have the necessary administration support required to carry out their objectives
effectively
Gather pertinent information from briefings with responsible authorities
Determine the need to set up and operate an incident commissary
Maintain daily contact with BST on finance and administration matters
Ensure all personnel time records are accurately completed
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2.2

Tactical Response

2.2.1

Caribbean Coast Guard (KWCG)

Caribbean Coast Guard (KWCG)
Regional focal point for incidents in the Dutch Caribbean
DOCUMENT
ALERT
RESPONSE
COMMUNICATIONS

RESPONSE ACTIONS

2.2.2

If able, add further information to the POLREP and send to HMCN
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Hydro Meteo Center North Sea (HMCN)
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 1
Alert neighbouring countries
Complete Oil Pollution report and send to HMCN
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
Undertake Search and Rescue (SAR) if required
Provide aerial support if requested
If necessary, the KWCG can serve as a press centre and/or information centre
On request, can assume role of On-Scene Commander (OSC)
On request, provide aerial surveillance
Communication from the KWCG will be restricted to:
SAR
Incident facts
Role and involvement of the KWCG in the emergency response
For questions concerning meaning and interpretation, and possible actions to take,
KWCG will refer to the Lieutenant Governor responsible for this process
KWCG can support the local authorities who are responsible for providing information
regarding victims to concerned relatives, interested people and the local and
international press
Under the Caribbean Islands OPRC Plan (2012)4, inform neighbouring countries of an
oil spill and response actions using the POLREP completed by the Harbourmaster
If KWCG spots sheen on water surface, a POLlution INFormation (POLINF) will be
completed and sent to the Harbourmaster
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
If requested, can provide available vessels and personnel to assist response actions

Hydro Meteo Center North Sea (HMCN)

Hydro Meteo Center North Sea (HMCN)
Operational 24 hours a day
Information hub of the Sea and Delta Department RWS
BST Response Advisor
ALERT
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 1
RESPONSE ACTIONS Information hub that communicates with all internal and external parties involved in
an incident
In collaboration with the Water Management Centre Netherlands, weather and ocean
current information gathered

4

RAC-REMPEITE Regional Caribbean Islands Oil Pollution Response and Cooperation Plan. 2012.
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Forecast models run to determine the emergency response approach

2.2.3

BST Response Advisor

BST Response Advisor
Tier 1: RWS BST Chairman
Tier 2 &3: Part of the RCT
Provides support and response guidance to the Harbourmaster
Escalates incident to RWS and mobilises Technical Advisor to country
Advise RCT Chairman (Director RWS) to notify and mobilise OSRL
Responsible for oil spill claims management
Acts as the Chairman of the RWS BST for Tier 1 incidents
Begin Personal Log
DOCUMENT
Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2
SAFETY
Make safety the first priority for all operations
Tier 2: Alert and mobilise BST Technical Advisor to country
Tier 2 & Tier 3: Alert the Communications Directorate of the Ministry of Infrastructure
& Environment (DCO)
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 2
ALERT
Tier 3: EBT
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 2
Tier 3: Departmental Coordination Centre for Crisismanagement of the Ministry of
Infrastructure & Environment (DCC-IenM)
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 2
ASSESS THE SPILL
Liaise with Harbourmaster to estimate and verify the oil spill tier assessment
Provide technical advise to the Harbourmaster and confirm what RWS equipment has
been deployed
Advise the RCT Chairman (Director RWS) to mobilise OSRL
RCT Chairman (Director RWS) to complete and send both the OSRL
Notification and Mobilisation form
RESPONSE
Tier
2:
Liaise
with Harbourmaster (IC) to ensure RWS response guidance and
COMMUNICATIONS
objectives are being met
RCT Chairman liaises with the Liaison of the Ministry of IenM to ensure that
the objectives of RWS are being met
Tier 3: Establishes incident objectives such as protection of the environment and
preventing incident escalation. and communicate to the Harbourmaster (IC)
Advise and support the IC on:
Incident objectives
Tier escalation
Response strategies
Response resources
Waste management
Liaise with the Landelijke Commissie Milieu incidenten (LCM) for environmental
RESPONSE ACTIONS technical advise. LCM provides specialist environmental advise for oil spill response,
including oil spill modelling and short and long term effect predictions on the water
column
Approve requests for additional resources or for the release of resources
Help develop the IAP
Approve the use of additional personnel
Escalates incident to RWS Calamity Team
The BST response Advisor chairs the Calamity Team
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BST Response Advisor
Tier 1: RWS BST Chairman
Tier 2 &3: Part of the RCT
Complete Personal Log
Complete demobilisation procedures
FINAL ACTIONS

2.2.4

Provide support for the incident investigation and analysis as required
Responsible for oil spill claims management
Tier 2: Ensure RWS Tier 2 resources are returned to standby

Communications Directorate (DCO) of the Ministry of Infrastructure & Environment (IenM)

DCO
Communication and information sharing body
RESPONSE ACTIONS

2.2.5

Responsible for all communications for the IenM

Liaison Officer IenM

Liaiason Officer IenM
Advises the Lieutenant Governor on emergency response to maritime incident decisions and escalation to
the next level
Acts as a representative of the Ministry IenM in the affected area and monitors the execution of the
response
Holds a seat in the EBT
RESPONSE ACTIONS Advises to contact the National Representative to escalate the incident to the RCT or
next level in the Ministry
Acts as representative of the Ministry IenM during the response

2.2.6

Departmental Coordination Centre for Crisismanagement of the Ministry of Infrastructure &
Environment (DCC-IenM)

DEPARTMENTAL COORDINATION CENTRE FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT OF THE MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE &
ENVIRONMENT (DCC-IenM)
Operational 24 hours a day
Information and coordination point for the Ministry IenM for disasters and crises
Information and crises management process coordination for the Ministry IenM
Information up scaling criteria defines the report and alarm of a disaster. The criteria
mainly concerns incidents or accidents that effect maritime shipping and water
quality policy areas or where there is:
There are mortalities as result of a maritime shipping accident
(Expected) attention of (inter) national media
RESPONSE ACTIONS
Significant economical (and financial) consequences
Significant environmental damage on land, sea or air
Political and administrative sensitivity
DCC-IenM Picket Officer informs the:
Official and political top
The policy units involved
Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate
Document No: CONS0600
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Communication Directorate of the department
DEPARTMENTAL COORDINATION CENTRE FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT OF THE MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE &
ENVIRONMENT (DCC-IenM)
If necessary, DCC-IenM arranges interdepartmental coordination with the National
Crisis Centre at the Ministry of Security and Justice or directly with the DCCs of other
ministries involved
When multiple ministries are involved in a crises, there can be to the national level.
RESPONSE ACTIONS Escalation will run via the Advice Team (AT) to the Interdepartmental Commission
Crisis Management (ICCb) and the Ministerial Commission Crisis Management (MCCb)
if necessary
Portal for the deployment of the IenM advisory networks (including BOT-mi). Within
these networks, experts supply advice in the area of drinking water, the environment,
soil and food safety

2.2.7

Coordination Group IenM

Coordination Group IenM
Provides strategic advise
RESPONSE ACTIONS

2.2.8

Provides strategic advise to the Minister of IenM

Lieutenant Governor

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR of Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba
Chairman of the Insular Policy Team (EBT)
Supreme Commander in the event of a threatening disaster
Responsible for emergency response to maritime incidents within the TZ and EEZ of the BES Islands
Assumes role of spokesperson and is responsible for communications including media
Directs any participating emergency services as needed
Tier 2: Working with the Island Secretary, alert members of the EBT
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 2
ALERT
Tier 3: National Representative Dutch Caribbean
Refer to: Contacts Directory, Appendix 2
Coordinates the provision of information with the line ministers involved
Media coordination and handling
Refer to: Media Holding Statements, Appendix 2
Provides communication on:
RESPONSE
The actual state of affairs concerning the incident
COMMUNICATIONS
The coordination of the emergency response
The interpretation of the consequences for the island
Possible action that the population will have to take
Tier 3: Liaises directly with the Liaison Officer IenM
Mobilises EBT
Chairs EBT
RESPONSE ACTIONS Responsible for emergency response in the EEZ of the BES Islands on behalf of the
Ministry IenM
Directs any participating emergency services as needed
Tier 3: Request assistance from the National Representative Dutch Caribbean
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2.2.9

Insular Policy Team (EBT)

INSULAR POLICY TEAM (EBT)
Operates at island level
Representatives of insular departments who have coordinating functions and bear policy responsibility
for emergency response
Chaired by the Lieutenant Governor of the island
Establishes level of emergency response needed
Makes strategic decisions to assist the emergency response
RESPONSE ACTIONS Makes decisions to ensure that those working at the operational level can carry out
their activities
Agrees decision-making and maintains contact with the Government Representative
and the Sea and Delta Department
Develops the communications strategy, arranges communication and spokesperson
activities, delivered through the Lieutenant Governor of the island

2.2.10 National Representative Dutch Caribbean
NATIONAL REPRESNTATIVE of Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba
Official representatives of RWS in the BES Islands
Responsible for the coordination and prevention of disaster management
In the event of a maritime disaster, will request support from the Ministry IenM
If requested by the Lieutenant Governor, request assistance from:
RESPONSE
The Lieutenant Governors of the other BES Islands or the Minister of Security
COMMUNICATIONS
and Justice
The Ministry of IenM for all maritime disasters including oil spills
National Representative is authorised to instruct the Lieutenant Governor in question
how to manage the emergency response for all threatening disasters or crisis that
RESPONSE ACTIONS
goes beyond the local emergency response
Following mutual consultation, decide the appropriate policy to pursue with respect
to the emergency response and crisis management

For a full description of all the ministries and their responsibilities during an emergency response in the
Dutch Caribbean, refer to: Emergency Response Plan for the Dutch Caribbean. Final Version 11th June 2013.
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2.3

BES Island Jurisdiction

The responsibility for emergency response in the TZ (12 nautical miles) and the EEZ (200 nautical miles) of
the BES Islands is allocated to a number of different organisations (Table 5).
Table 5: TZ and EEZ jurisdiction
Scenario
Pollution of sea and
coast
Collision and/or
unhinged ship
Lost cargo and/or parts
of the vessel

EEZ
Lieutenant Governor of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and
Saba

TZ
Lieutenant Governor of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and
Saba

Harbourmaster of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and
Saba

Harbourmaster of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and
Saba

Overall Responsibility
Ministry IenM

Ministry IenM

In principle, the ‘polluter’ (i.e. the vessel owner or the oil company) is responsible for all response
operations and other actions to minimize or prevent (further) pollution. The government will take action if
the vessel owner or oil company fails to fulfil their responsibility. The polluter will be held liable for all costs
involved.
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3

Oil Spill Risk Assessment

3.1

Risk Assessment Methodology

This oil spill risk assessment has been conducted in five steps that are explained below. It meets
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) guidance5.
The Risk Register (Section 3.2) and Risk Assessment Matrix (RAM) (Section 3.3) show the outcomes of the
risk assessment.

Step 1
Oil Spill Scenarios

Oil spill scenarios are identified in a maritime qualitative risk assessment for the BES
Islands (IPN Consultancy, 2012)6. The risk assessment was conducted during three
workshops held in January and March 2012. All operation processes and actions
were reviewed to identify potential sources and events that could lead to an oil spill.
Throughout the workshops, local specialists and authorities from the BES Islands
provided substantial contribution.
The top 14 highest risk scenarios have been used to develop Risk Register as part of
this OSCP. The potential scenario, oil type and volume are recorded in the Risk
Register.
Refer to: Risk Register, Section 3.2 (pg. 28).

Step 2
Likelihood and
Consequence

The likelihood and consequence of all oil spill scenarios identified were semi
quantitatively measured using industry best practise and the Qualitative Maritime
Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean Islands (IPN Consultancy, 2012). Table 6
and Table 5 record the consequence and likelihood of the oil spill scenarios.
Technical knowledge of oil behaviour when spilled and environmental and
socioeconomic sensitivities is used to further define consequence.
Refer to: Environmental and Socioeconomic Information, Section 8 (pg. 69)
Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean Islands,
Appendix 5
The potential oil spill scenarios and assigned likelihood and consequence values are
recorded in the Risk Register.
Refer to: Risk Register, Section 3.2 (pg. 28).

Step 3
Oil Spill Scenario
Impacts

The potential impact of the scenarios outlined in the Risk Register have been
assessed using:
Information from the Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch
Caribbean Islands report
Reviewing the environmental and socioeconomic information to identify
impacts from an oil spill
Refer to: Environmental and Socioeconomic Information, Section 8 (pg. 69)
Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean Islands,
Appendix 5

5
6

As issued in the Manual on Oil Spill Risk Evaluation and Assessment of Response Preparedness (2010 Edition)
IPN Consultancy. 2012. Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean Islands. Final report
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Step 4
Tiered Response

The tiered response approach and response technique suitable for each scenario
were determined. Influencing factors include: oil type, spill volume, climate,
proximity to sensitive resources and response capability.
This information has been recorded in the Risk Register.
Refer to: Risk Register, Section 3.2 (pg. 28).

Step 5
Risk Assessment
Matrix

Document No: CONS0600

The risk profile is completed using the RAM. The RAM highlights the scenarios,
which are deemed low, medium or high risk.
Refer to: RAM, Section 3.3 (pg. 32).
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3.2

Risk Register
Table 6: Definition of Consequence Categories

Severity

Health / Injury

Assets

Table 7: Definition of Likelihood Categories

Others Environmental Reputation

Likelihood

Definition

1

No injury (scratch-type)

No asset damage

Spill < 10 litres - no reputation impact

1. Highly Unlikely

Never occurred in industry > 5 years

2

First aid medical treatment

Damage < x $

Spill < 100 litres - minor local reputation impact

2. Unlikely

Occurred in industry once during last 5 years

3

Lost time injury

Damage < 10 x $

Spill < 1000 litres - regional media coverage

3. Possible

Occurs in industry and / or company annually

4

Permanent disability

Damage < 20 x $

Spill T1 < 16 m³ - national media coverage

4. Likely

Occurs in industry and / or company x times / year

5

Single fatality

Damage < 50 x $

Spill T2 > 16 m³ < 795 m³ - national headlines

5. Highly likely

Predicted to occur during the course of the work

6

Multiple fatality

Damage > 50 x $

Spill T3 > 795 m³ - international coverage

Table 8: Bonaire Risk Register
SCENARIO
#

1

2

Source

BOPEC oil
terminal

Curoil oil
terminal

Event
Cargo handling
operations at the
terminal:
Mooring failure
Transfer hose failure
Storage tank collapse
Fire / explosion
Vessel bunkering

Cargo handling
operations at the
terminal:
Mooring failure
Transfer hose failure
Storage tank collapse
Fire / explosion
Vessel bunkering
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Oil Type

Refined
and nonrefined
fuels

Refined
and nonrefined
fuels

Spill Volume

~15 m³ - ~796 m³

Impact
Significant environmental
damage, Washington
Slagbaai National Park,
Goto Lac and Bonaire
Marine Park potentially
effected

Likelihood

2

Consequence

6

Risk

Unacceptable
risk

International media and
government interest
guaranteed

~15 m³ - ~796 m³

Significant environmental
damage, Bonaire Marine
Park and Klein Bonaire
potentially effected.
People feasting on
beaches adjacent to the
Flamengo Airport jetty
International media and
government interest
guaranteed

2

6

Unacceptable
risk

Response Strategies

Tiered Resources

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Tier 1: All available
resources

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Tier 1: All available
resources

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
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SCENARIO
#

3

4

5

6

7

Source

Tankers

Cross
boundary
spills

Tankers

Event

Running aground north
of Bonaire

Oil spills drifting from
Venezuela to Bonaire

Oil Type
Crude
(ITOPF
Groups 14)

Various

Spill Volume

12,000 m³

Unable to
estimate

Impact
Significant environmental
damage, Washington
Slagbaai National Park,
Goto Lac and Bonaire
Marine Park potentially
effected
Significant environmental
damage to the vulnerable
east coast of Bonaire
including the Lac Bay
RAMSAR site

Likelihood

1

2

Consequence

6

5

Risk

Response Strategies

Tier 1: All available
resources

High
potential risk

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations, aerial
dispersant may be
considered. Aerial
surveillance and monitoring
Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations, aerial
dispersant application if
required. Aerial surveillance
and monitoring

Tier 1: All available
resources

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Tier 1: All available
resources

Considerable
risk

Government and national
media interest
guaranteed

Substandard vessels
(maintenance, crew, etc)

Various

Yachts

Yacht rental (lack of
competence) and vessel
collision

Marine
diesel
(ITOPF
Group 1)

Tankers

Large number of drifting
tankers drifting west of
Bonaire due to absence
of BOPEC anchorages
(water depth)

Crude
(ITOPF
Groups 14)
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Unable to
estimate

Environmental damage
to the sensitive habitats
of Bonaire

0.1 - 0.5 m³

Environmental
consequences are limited
but there is a high risk of
fatalities due to the
perceived lack of
competence

12,000 m³

Significant environmental
damage, Washington
Slagbaai National Park,
Goto Lac and Bonaire
Marine Park potentially
effected

2

2

1

5

5

6

Considerable
risk

Considerable
risk

Continuous monitoring and
evaluation of the situation
is required until all the oil
has dispersed and to ensure
no further pollution

High
potential risk

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations, aerial
dispersant may be
considered. Aerial
surveillance and monitoring

Tiered Resources

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Continuous monitoring
and evaluation

Tier 1: All available
resources
Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
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SCENARIO
#

8

Source

Future risks:
Bunkering of
cruise ships

Event

Requests have been
made to allow for tanker
to cruise ship bunkering

Oil Type

Marine
diesel
(ITOPF
Group 1)

Spill Volume

Impact
Environmental
consequences are limited
as ambient water and air
temperatures will
encourage rapid
evaporation.

100 m³

Likelihood

2

Consequence

5

Risk

Response Strategies

Considerable
risk

Continuous monitoring and
evaluation of the situation
plus prop wash from vessels
may be required until all
the oil has dispersed and to
ensure no further pollution.

Risk

Response Strategies

Tiered Resources
Tier 1: All available
resources

Unacceptable
risk

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Tier 1: All available
resources

Potential localised impact
to plankton

Tiered Resources

Continuous monitoring
and evaluation
Tier 1: Vessels to prop
wash

Table 9: Saba and St Eustatius Risk Register
SCENARIO
#

9

10

Source

Event

NuStar oil
terminal

Cargo handling
operations at the
terminal:
Mooring failure
Transfer hose failure
Storage tank collapse
Fire / explosion
Vessel bunkering

Cruise ships

Sight seeing tours very
close to Saba and the
Saba Bank
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Oil Type

Refined
and nonrefined
fuels

Various

Spill Volume

Impact

Likelihood

Consequence

Significant environmental
damage, Saba Marine
Park potentially effected
~15 m³ - ~796 m³

2

6

International media and
government interest
guaranteed

Unable to
estimate

Significant environmental
damage, Saba Bank
Marine Park potentially
effected
International media and
government interest
guaranteed

2

6

Unacceptable
risk

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
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SCENARIO
#

11

12

13

14

Source

Event

Density of
ship

Vessel traffic density and
channel complexity is
much higher that at
Bonaire, there is space
for passing vessels to
stay away from the coast
in order to avoid
collisions. Only during
heavy rain showers will
the visibility drop

NuStar oil
terminal

Groundings

NuStar oil
terminal

Cargo handling at
mooring effected by
swell and weather
conditions

Risk of grounding from
the large tanker traffic
that use routes to the
south of Saba, north of
Saba bank and channel
between the islands

The anchorages are too
small to accommodate all
vessels during peak
times. Many vessel are
reportedly drifting to the
west and southwest of
St Eustatius
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Oil Type

Spill Volume

Impact

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk

Response Strategies

Tiered Resources
Tier 1: All available
resources

High
potential risk

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Environmental damage
to the sensitive habitats
of Saba and St Eustatius,
Various

Unable to
estimate

particularly to Saba
Marine Park

1

6

Government and national
media interest
guaranteed
Significant environmental
damage, Saba Marine
Park potentially effected

Crude
(ITOPF
Groups 14)

~15 m³ - ~796 m³

Unacceptable
risk

Environmental damage
to the sensitive habitats
of Saba and St Eustatius,
~15 m³ - ~796 m³

particularly to Saba
Marine Park

1

6

High
potential risk

Government and national
media interest
guaranteed

Crude
(ITOPF
Group s 14)

6

International media and
government interest
guaranteed

Crude
(ITOPF
Groups 14)

2

Unable to
estimate

Environmental damage
to the sensitive habitats
of St Eustatius,
particularly the St
Eustatius Marine Park

2

5

Considerable
risk

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application if required.
Continuous monitoring and
evaluation

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Containment and recovery
of oil, shoreline clean-up
operations and dispersant
application may be
considered. Continuous
monitoring and evaluation

Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL

Tier 1: All available
resources
Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
Tier 1: All available
resources
Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
Tier 1: All available
resources
Tier 2: All available
resources
Tier 3: OSRL
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3.3

Risk Assessment Matrix

The risks have been recorded and plotted on the following RAM to identify risks of low, medium or high
severity.
Table 10: Risk Assessment Matrix
Consequence

Severity

Health / Injury
Assets
Environment
Reputation

1

Slight impact

2

Minor local
impact

3

Moderate
regional impact

4

Major regional
impact

5

National impact

6

Extensive
international
impact

Increasing Likelihood
1
2

3

4

5

Never
occurred in
industry > 5
years

Occurs in
industry and
/ or company
annually

Occurs in
industry and
/ or company
x times /
year

Predicted
to occur
during the
course of
the work

4, 5, 6, 8, 14
3, 7, 11, 13

Risk Severity Levels
Low
Key:
Manage for continuous
improvements by
application of best practice
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Occurred in
industry
once during
last 5 years

1, 2, 9, 10, 12

Medium

High

Incorporate risk reduction
measures in balanced
approach

Urgent remedy and
resources required for
immediate risk reduction
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4

Oil Spill Assessment

4.1

Spill Size Estimation

Once positively identified, the hydrocarbon slick should be described and quantified.
The Bonn Agreement Oil Appearance Code (Table 11) can be utilised to estimate the spill volume from a
visual assessment of oil on the sea surface. A maximum and minimum volume estimate can be calculated
where Bonn colour codes are utilised in order to allow a suitable assessment of potential pollution in the
sea.
An example of how to calculate the approximate volume of an ‘oil slick’ is described in the Aerial
Surveillance Response Technique.
Refer to: Aerial Surveillance Field Guide in Response Strategies, Appendix 4.
Table 11: Bonn Oil Agreement Oil Appearance Code
Colour code / Appearance

Example

Layer Thickness/Description
(ìm)

Litres
(L)/km2

1. Sheen (silvery/grey)
Appearance is due to their
thickness.

0.04 to 0.30
Very thin films of oil that reflect the
incoming light slightly better than
the surrounding water.

40 - 300

2. Rainbow
Rainbow oil appearance is
independent of oil type.

0.30 to 5.0
Oil films with thicknesses near the
wavelength of different coloured
light exhibit the most distinct
rainbow effect.

300 - 5,000

3. Metallic
The appearance of the oil in
this class is oil type
dependent.

5.0 to 50
Metallic will appear as a quite
homogeneous colour that can be
either blue, brown, purple or
another colour.

5000 - 50,000

4. Discontinuous true colour
The broken nature of the
colour is due to thinner areas
within the slick.

50 to 200
For oil slicks thicker than 50 µm the
true colour will gradually dominate
the colour that is observed.

50,000 200,000

5. Continuous true colour
Homogenous colour can be
observed with no
discontinuity as described in
Code 4.

200 to > 200
The true colour of the specific oil is
the dominant effect in this
category. This category is strongly
oil type dependent.

200,000 >200,000

Based on the hydrocarbon inventory (Table 28) associated with the operations on the BES islands, Table 11
highlighted rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the most likely to be associated with a release from the NuStar, BOPEC
and Curoil terminals and vessels operating within the BES Islands.
Refer to: Oil Spill Risk Assessment, Section 3 (pg. 26).
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4.2

Spill Assessment Tier Level

Use the tier assessment system (Figure 6) to confirm the severity of the oil spill and determine the tier
level. If any Tier 3 characteristics are present, then it is a Tier 3 spill - always assume the worst case.
By identifying the tier level, the IC can mobilise the appropriate incident response to combat the spill,
based on the oil type spilled, location and the available resources.

Figure 6: Tier assessment process
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4.2.1

Upscaling and Downscaling

Oil spill incidents can escalate up and down through the tier ratings. A Tier 1 spill may rapidly escalate to a
Tier 3 when considering the receiving incident environment. Tier 1 spill volumes may have a Tier 3 impact
to surrounding environmental sensitivities. Safety issues and threat to human health will cause rapid
response escalation regardless of the initial tier assessment.
Conversely, when the expected characteristics of a Tier 3 spill are eliminated, the incident response can
begin to downscale.
For further information on upscaling and downscaling an oil spill response, refer to: Response Escalation
and Downscaling, Appendix 6.
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4.3

Oil Spill Sampling

Oil sampling is a fundamental step in spill assessment and is the first step in the process of obtaining
information about the spill. Information about the physical and chemical properties as well as the oil
behaviour will influence response strategy selction. Sampling can be carried out onshore from oiled
sediment and effected mammals and seabirds (correct procedures must be followed when handling live
animals). Also offshore onboard vessels and from aircraft or helicopters using sampling buoys7. Samples of
floating or stranded oil are taken for qualitative purposes to confirm the source of the oil. If the oil type is
unknown, the oil must be tested and verified to help determine specific response details.
Sampling procedures that are connected to liability investigations must be performed with great care and
accuracy concerning spills as well as suspected sources. Every action must be taken to prevent any
deterioration in the samples’ value as evidence.
Small quantities of oil (10 - 20 grams) (Table 128) are required for analysis and can be collected directly
through glass sampling jars or sorbent pads. Samples should be taken from the bow of the vessel, avoiding
sheen from the vessel hull and engine exhaust or cooling water systems8.
Table 12: Guidelines for sample amounts required for hydrocarbon analysis
Description
Indication of Minimum Required Quantity (per sample)
Pure oil source sample
30 - 50 millilitres
Contaminated oil (e.g. emulsified oil, oil from
10 - 20 grams
the sea or shore, sandy tarball)
Sufficient quantity that the oil content is approximately 10
Debris with oil, stained sand
milligrams
Oiled feather
5 - 10 feathers depending on quantity of oil
Fish, shellfish (flesh and organs)
Mulitple individuals of the same species totalling 30 grams
Water sample with visible oil
1 litre
Water sample with no visible oil
3 - 5 litres
There a number of different methods to collect oil samples depending on the type of spill encountered. The
Bonn Agreement, Volume 3, Chapter 32: The Guidelines for the Exchange of Oil Samples/Results between
countries, and on Oil Spill identification, describes in full the different sampling equipment and techniques
to successfully collect viable oil samples.
Refer to: Bonn Agreement Oil Spill Sampling Guidelines, Appendix 3.
4.3.1

Testing for Dispersant Effectiveness

Refer to: Bonn Agreement Oil Spill Sampling Guidelines, Appendix 3 for further information about testing
for dispersant effectiveness.

7

Bonn Agreement, Volume 3, Chapter 32: The Guidelines for the Exchange of Oil Samples/Results between countries, and on Oil
Spill identification
8
ITOPF. 2010. Sampling and Monitoring of Marine Oil Spill, Technical Information Paper 14
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5

Response Strategy Selection

The primary aim of any oil spill response is to safeguard people, minimise damage to the environment and
to reduce the time for recovery of affected resources. This means determining the most appropriate
response technique is a complex decision-making process.
The advantages and disadvantages of each response strategy should be considered against the option of
not responding. Furthermore, considerations must be made for the type of oil spilled, the prevailing
environmental conditions, and the location of the spill. The response strategies can then be chosen based
on the incident requirements, constraints and limitations of each strategy.
Figure 7 shows RWS’s appropriate response technique options and identifies the order in which to
implement the techniques. Mechanical containment and recovery is the preferred option of response for
RWS in line with the principles used in the North Sea and Wadden Sea 9.
When mechanical containment and recovery resources are being overwhelmed, dispersant application will
be used where necessary. Clear criteria must be met before dispersant application will be considered by
RWS and dispersant application is only permitted in water depths over 60 m, more than 1 km from the
coastline.
Dispersant application on or near Saba Bank (Saba) is strictly prohibited by RWS.
The decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean (Figure 8) clearly
summarises the decision process to follow prior to dispersant application. Table 13 shows the applicability
of dispersants to different oil types.
For full information and instructions on how to perform the response strategies identified in Figure 7, refer
to: Response Strategies, Appendix 4.

9

National Committee for Environmental Incidents in Water (LCM). January 2013. Decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil
spills in the Dutch Caribbean Version 1.04.
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OIL SPILL

Terminal / vessel
Emergency Response Plan
takes precedence

IS THERE A RISK
TO LIFE?

YES

Spill source
identfied?
YES

NO

Spill contained
within terminal / on
deck?

YES

Mobilise Tier 1
resources and
recover oil

NO

Assess the Spill
(including Aerial Surveillance)
Appendix 4

Diesel

RESPONSE
REQUIRED AND
SAFE?

YES

YES

Crude
Bunker Oil (IFO)

Assisted Natural
Dispersion
Appendix 4
Slick heading towards shore

Oil spill overwhelming
offshore resources

Shoreline Containment,
Recovery and Protection and
Shoreline Cleanup
Appendix 4

Consider dispersant
application
Figure 9
Saba Bank
threatened?
Figure 9

Consider in-situ burning

Spill at shore

Offshore Containment
and Recovery,
Appendix 4

Waste Management
Appendix 4

Yes

No

Ensure permission granted
and test burn possible

Water depth > 60m
Distance from shore > 1 km?
Figure 9
Yes

Dispersant Application
Figure 9
Appendix 4

In Situ Burning
Application
Appendix 4

No

Dispersant not amenable

Monitor the
Dispersant for
Efficacy
Waste Management
Appendix 4

Dispersant Application
Effectiveness
Tier II - In Situ
Appendix 4

Dispersant Application
Effectiveness
Tier I - Visual Monitoring
Appendix 4

Figure 7: Response technique selection
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Figure 8: Decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean10

10

Decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean , National Committee for Environmental Incidents
in Water (LCM). Version: 1.04 January 2013
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Table 13: Applicability of dispersants with different oil types11
Oil Type
Gasoline
Kerosene (Jet Fuel)
Marine Gas Oil
Marine Diesel Oil
Crude oil (paraffinic)
Crude oil (naphthenic)
Crude oil (asphaltic)
Crude oil (waxy)
Hydraulic oil
Fuel oil
IFO-30
IFO-80
IFO-180
IFO-380
IFO-500
IFO-700

Disperse?
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
No
No

Why?
Dispersants would work but would force toxic
components of the oil into the water column

Until the ‘window of opportunity’ runs out
Pour point?
Refined products should not be dispersed
Until the ‘window of opportunity’ runs out
Only at high sea temperature or rough seas
Viscosity too high

11

Decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean , National Committee for Environmental Incidents
in Water (LCM). Version: 1.04 January 2013
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5.1

Response Strategy Resources

RWS have a number of different resources available to undertake the response strategies identified in
Figure 7.

Aerial
Surveillance

Tier 1

KWCG aerial fixed wing and helicopter support provided on request

Tier 2

OSRL Hercules plus charter aircraft available from Southampton and Fort
Lauderdale
18 OSRL trained responders

Tier 3

Assisted
Natural
Dispersion

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

Offshore
Containment
and Recovery

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

Shoreline
Protection and
Clean-Up

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

Dispersant
Application

VOO’s
Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations
Offshore boom and skimmer owned by RWS
Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations
OSRL equipment from Southampton and Fort Lauderdale
18 OSRL trained responders
Shoreline clean-up kits owned by RWS
Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations
OSRL equipment from Southampton and Fort Lauderdale
18 OSRL trained responders

Tier 1

VOO’s
Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations

Tier 2

Dispersant spray booms and systems available from NuStar
Limited Corexit-2527 stockpile available from BOPEC

Tier 3
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Vessels Of Opportunity (VOO’s)
Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations

OSRL Boeing 727 located in Southampton
OSRL Hercules located in Morocco
Vessel dispersant spray systems from Southampton and Fort Lauderdale
18 OSRL trained responders
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In-Situ Burning

Tier 1

-

Tier 2

OSRL equipment from Southampton and Fort Lauderdale
18 OSRL trained responders

Tier 3

Waste
Management

Tier 1

Harbourmaster response personnel
Volunteer responders from the marine parks and wildlife organisations

Tier 2

Storage and treatment at the NuStar and BOPEC terminals

Tier 3

OSRL temporary waste storage equipment from Southampton and Fort
Lauderdale. Final disposal remains the responsibility of RWS.
18 OSRL trained responders

Section 6 describes the Tier 1, 2 and 3 response resources available to perform the response strategies
listed above.
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6

Oil Spill Response Resources

6.1

Tier 1 Resources

RWS owns a small stockpile of Tier 1 equipment in the BES Islands. Table 14 lists RWS’ Tier 1 national
response capability in the Dutch Caribbean.
Table 14: Tier 1 capability
Tier 1 resources operated by Rijkwaterstaat Zee en Delta
Quantity and Location
Resource
Details
Bonaire

Shoreline
clean-up
kit

1

St Eustatius

1

Current
Buster
Type 4

1

1

Current
Buster
Type 6

2

2

Norén NORMAR
65 WEIR
Skimmer
system

2

2

6.1.1

Saba

1

Image

Shoreline clean-up kit in a 20 ft
container. This is considered a ‘start
up’ package and contains:
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)
Sorbents
Hand tools
Bird safety nets
For a full equipment inventory, refer
to: Appendix 7
Suitable for use in sheltered to
moderately exposed waters
Front opening: 22 m
Total length: 35 m
Temp. storage volumes: 32 m²
Max towing speed: 4 knots
Suitable for use in moderately
sheltered to exposed waters
Front opening: 34 m
Total length: 63 m
Temp. storage volumes: 70 m²
Max towing speed: 5 knots
Aluminium frame
1 x Pump, hydraulic driven
centrifugal pump
Oil sump
3” flange coupling for floating
hose
3 x floats
Floating ring with skirt
Capacity: 65 m³/h
Discharge Pressure: Max. 6 Bar

Mobilisation

The Harbourmaster is responsible for mobilising Tier 1 resources. The Harbourmaster will request
permission to use the RWS equipment from the BST Response Advisor prior to mobilisation.
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6.1.2

Response Times

The response equipment is located in the harbours of Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba.
6.1.3

Vessels of Opportunity

A number of VOO’s are available on Bonaire and St Eustatias (including Saba)
Table 15: VOO’s available on Bonaire
Name
Meerboot Goto
Meerboot Patricia
Meerboot Brazil
Bazjan Karpata
Loodsboot Bubi
Marinepark
Indusbank
Smit Tahiti
SL Lucaya

Owner
BOPEC
BPSS
BOPEC
BOPEC
OLB
NBMO
Smit Bonaire
BOPEC
BOPEC

Suitable For
Towing the current busters
Towing the current busters
Too small to tow current busters
Too small to tow current busters
Support vessel
Support vessel
Towing the current busters
Towing the current busters
Towing the current busters

Table 16: VOO’s available on St Eustatius (and Saba)
Name
Statia Responder
Statia Express
Statia Glory
Statia Reliant
Statia Sunrise
Statia Star
Svitzer Caroni
Aloi
Edward I Pancake
Revenge
Mars
Statia Factor
Statia Provider
Statia Salute
Statia Victory
Statia Navigator
Waterman
6.1.4

Owner
NuStar

Suitable For
Dedicated response vessel

Seabulk Island Transport Inc

Bunker barges

Mont Dei Paschi Sienna Italy
Svitzer Americas Tortola BVI

Tug boat

NuStar

Tug boat

Seabulk Island Transport Inc

Oil barge

Openbaar Iichaam Statia

Crew and government patrol vessel

Tier 1 Emergency Response Team

The Harbourmaster ERT will provide Tier 1 response actions in country. The Harbourmaster ERT consists of:
The Harbourmaster
Harbourmaster personnel
Representatives from the Marine Parks
Representatives from diving organisations
Representatives from the fishing industry
Representatives from the Fire Fighting department
Representatives from the oil terminals if involved
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6.2
6.2.1

RWS Response Resource Efficiencies
Capability Efficiencies

Efficiency calculations of specific response equipment will indicate the effectiveness of the resources and
selected response strategies. By calculating the efficiency rate of the equipment, the expected volume of
oil per hour potentially recovered can be estimated. These calculations do not take into consideration
external limiting factors to a response such as availability of resources, supporting logistics, adverse
weather conditions, spilt oil behaviour etc
6.2.2

Assumptions

The efficiencies of the RWS response equipment in the BES Islands have been calculated using the best and
worst-case scenarios. A number of operating assumptions have been used to define each scenario:
Best-Case Assumptions:
Response systems operated at source with 90% encounter rate efficiency
Sufficient numbers of Operators and Vessel Captains competent to deploy the systems
Optimal operational conditions
Oil thickness of 0.1 mm
Sufficient temporary storage is in place
8 hour operational period
The behaviour of oil in water will affect the efficiency of the response equipment. Spreading and
fragmentation of a slick will reduce the amount of oil available to be recovered by response systems,
known as the encounter rate (ITOPF 2012) 12.
Wind strength, wave height and current speed all affect boom performance. Table 17 lists the optimal
operational conditions that would provide the maximum encounter rate with the oil.
Table 17: Optimal operational conditions for maximum oil encounter13
Wind
0 - 10 knots
(0 - 20 km/hr)

Waves
Calm, swells

Current
0 - 0.5 knots
(0.25 m/s)

Performance
Good

The Current Buster 4 can effectively operate at towing speeds of 4 knots, and the Current buster 6 at 5
knots. The optimal conditions for Current Buster deployment remain the same as described in Table 17 as
the oil encounter rate is at a maximum.
ITOPF (2011)14 states that although there is substantial variation in the thickness of oil within a slick,
following initial spreading the average thickness is 0.1 mm. This thickness is accepted by industry as a basis
to plan operations and estimate spill volumes.
Often temporary storage and the final disposal of oily waste is a key limiting factor to as response. For an
offshore response, once the temporary storage facilities are full the response vessels must return to shore
to decant the collected oil. For shoreline response, temporary storage tanks and pits can be filled but final
waste disposal will need to be arranged. For the best-case scenario, it has been assumed that the
temporary waste storage is adequate to support the response operations.

12
13

ITOPF. 2012. Use of Skimmers in Oil Pollution Response , Technical Information Paper 5
OSRL. 2011. Containment and recovery Field Guide. Volume Number 1
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Worst-Case Assumptions:
Response systems operated at source with 10% encounter rate efficiency
Insufficient numbers of operators and Vessel Captains competent to deploy the systems
Unfavourable operational conditions
Oil thickness of <0.1 mm
Insufficient temporary storage is in place
6 hour operational period
The worst-case scenario represents a feasible worst case before complete equipment failure. The worstcase scenario assumes reduced operational length and unfavourable response conditions (Table 18). This
results in poor equipment performance, significantly reduced encounter rates and challenging spill
behaviour through a constant pattern of windrows15
Table 18: Unfavourable conditions for reduced oil encounter16
Wind
>20 knots
(>20 km/hr)

Waves
>3 - 4 ft
(>1 m)

Current
>1 knot
(>0.5 m/s)

Performance
Bad

The Current Buster 4 can effectively operate at towing speeds of 4 knots, and the Current buster 6 at 5
knots. The unfavourable conditions described in Table 18 will still result in poor Current Buster
performance as the oil encounter rate is significantly reduced. Current Busters are effective pieces of
equipment but are still susceptible to failure. The ‘whale belly’ of the Current Busters can be towed too
quickly, leading to undercutting. The front opening of the Current Busters need to remain open or else the
oil will not be able to enter the system and will overcut.
For the worst-case scenario, it has been assumed that the temporary storage facilities are not sufficient to
support the response operations.
Assuming the best and worst-case scenarios as described above, the efficiencies and estimated recovered
oil volumes have been calculated for the applicable RWS equipment in the BES Islands (Table 19).
The boom and skimmer recovery volumes use a number of industry accepted assumptions. Response
equipment manufactures across the globe accept a maximum boom capacity of 57 m³ before entrainment
or boom failure occurs.
Skimmer efficiencies are calculated at 20% of their nameplate capacity, based on the oil to water recovery
ratio of 20:80 (ITOPF 201217). The skimmer efficiencies remain the same for both the best and worst-case
scenarios as the actual recovery rates will not be affected but more water will be recovered in unfavourable
conditions.

14

ITOPF. 2011. Use of Dispersants to Treat Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 4

15

Windrows form when an oil spill spreads and breaks up into fragments. Windrow are streaks of oil that line up in the direction of
the wind, when the wind speed is at least 5 m/s (ITOPF (2011) Aerial Observation of Marine Oil Spills. Technical Information Paper).
16
OSRL. 2011. Containment and recovery Field Guide. Volume Number 1
17
ITOPF. 2012. Use of Skimmers in Oil Pollution Response , Technical Information Paper 5
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Table 19: RWS equipment efficiency
Resource
Shoreline
clean-up kit

Quantity and Location
Bonaire

St Eustatius

Saba

1

1

1

Current Buster
Type 4

Current Buster
Type 6

Norén NORMAR 65
WEIR Skimmer
system

1

2

2

NA

Swath width =
22 m
Temporary
storage = 32 m³

2

Swath width =
34 m
Temporary
storage = 70 m³

2

Nameplate
capacity =
65 m³/hr

1

Efficiency (per 1 system)
Best-Case
Worst-Case

Details
N/A

Encounter and
contain:
16.57 m3/hr
Fill temporary
storage*: ~2 hrs
Recovery by
submersible
pump: 30 m3/hr
1.25 hours to
recover 32 m³ of
oil
Encounter and
contain:
25.59 m3/hr
Fill temporary
storage*: ~3 hrs
Recovery by
submersible
pump: 30 m3/hr
2.5 hours to
recover 70 m³ of
oil3

Encounter and
contain:
1.75 m3/hr
Fill temporary
storage*: ~2 hrs
Recovery by
submersible
pump: 30 m3/hr
18.3 hours to
recover 32 m³ of
oil
Encounter and
contain:
2.57 m3/hr
Fill temporary
storage*: ~2 hrs
Recovery by
submersible
pump: 30 m3/hr
27.2 hours to
recover 32 m³ of
oil

Estimated recovery rate: 13 m³/hr

*Assumes oil is encountered continuously for this period.
Note: Table 19 provides a summary of the efficiencies and estimated recovered oil volumes with final calculations.

From the individual equipment efficiencies, the total response system capability can be calculated.
Assuming an 8 hour operational period for best-case and a 6 hour operational period for the worst-case, a
gross daily recovery rate can be estimated (Table 20).
Note: The Norén - NORMAR 65 WEIR Skimmer system oil recovery volumes have not been included in the
estimated daily recovery rate. The Norén - NORMAR skimmer simply acts as a transfer for the oil contained
the Current Busters temporary waste storage to alternative waste storage and does not affect the recovery
rate of the Current Busters themselves.
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Table 20: RWS equipment efficiency estimated daily recovery rate
Quantity and Location

Resource
Shoreline cleanup kit

Bonaire

St Eustatius

Saba

1

1

1

Efficiency (per 1 system)
Best-Case

Worst-Case

N/A

Estimated Daily* Recovery
Rate
Best-Case
Worst-Case
N/A

1.25 hours 18.3 hours
to recover
to recover
204.8 m³/day 3.4 m³/day
32 m³ of oil 32 m³ of oil
2.5 hours
27.2 hours
Current Buster
2
2
to recover
to recover
224 m³/day
7.1 m³/day
Type 6
70 m³ of oil 32 m³ of oil
Total daily recovery rate 428.8 m³/day 10.5 m³/day
*Assuming 8 hour operational period for best-case and 6 hour operational period for worst-case
Current Buster
Type 4

1

RWS tier classification defines volumes of tiers in accordance to the Caribbean Islands OPRC Plan (2012) 18:
Tier 1 spill: 0 - 16 m³
Tier 2: <16 - 795 m³
Tier 3: <795 m³
Using the best-case scenario, the estimated daily recovery rate using one of each system owned by RWS
indicates a Tier 2 spill could be contained within 1.8 days.
Using the worst-case scenario, the estimated daily recovery rate using one of each system owned by RWS
indicates a Tier 2 spill could be contained within 75.6 days.
6.2.3

Leeward and Windward Island Efficiencies

The total response efficiencies for the Leeward (Bonaire) and Windward Islands (St Eustatius and Saba)
have been calculated using both the best and worst case scenarios (Table 21 and Table 22).
Table 21: Leeward Island total response efficiencies
Leeward (Bonaire)
Equipment
Current Buster Type 6

Quantity
2

Total Daily* Recovery Rate
(using all available systems)
Best
Worst
448 m³/day
14.2 m³/day
(224 m³/day for 1 system)

(7.1 m³/day for 1 system)

Total
448 m³/day
14.2 m³/day
*Assuming 8 hour operational period for best-case and 6 hour operational period for worst-case

18

RAC-REMPEITE Regional Caribbean Islands Oil Pollution Response and Cooperation Plan. 2012.
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Table 22: Windward Islands total response efficiencies
Windward (St Eustatius and Saba)
Equipment
Current Buster Type 4
Current Buster Type 6

1 (Saba)

Total Daily* Recovery Rate
(using all available systems)
Best
Worst
204 m³/day
3.4 m³/day
(204.8 m³/day for 1 system)

(3.4 m³/day for 1 system)

2 (Statia)

448 m³/day

14.2 m³/day

Quantity

(224 m³/day for 1 system)

(7.1 m³/day for 1 system)

Total
652 m³/day
17.6 m³/day
*Assuming 8 hour operational period for best-case and 6 hour operational period for worst-case
Using the tier classifications stated above, the Leeward Island:
Best-case: Can effectively respond to a Tier 2 spill within 1.7 days
Worst-case: Can effectively respond to a Tier 2 spill within 55.9 days
The Windward Islands:
Best-case: Can effectively respond to a Tier 2 spill within 1.2 days
Worst-case: Can effectively respond to a Tier 2 spill within 45.1 days.
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6.3

Tier 2 OPTIONAL Resources

BOPEC, NuStar and Curoil own and operate their own response equipment appropriate for the risk of oil
spill from their operations on the Bes Islands.
For all incidents involving the terminal facilities, the initial response is the responsibility of Curoil and
BOPEC on Bonaire, and NuStar on St Eustatius. A spill originating from a vessel is the responsibility of the
Vessel Captain. If the response resources become overwhelmed, RWS will provide full support through
equipment and personnel where possible.
For all situations where the source of the spill cannot be identified and the polluter remains unknown, the
Harbourmaster of each island will mobilise the RWS Tier 1 response equipment in country. In this situation,
the Harbourmaster would approach BOPEC, NuStar and Curoil to provide assistance. The additional Tier 2
equipment and personnel are not guaranteed and will only be volunteered if the Operators are not already
using their response resources.
Refer to: Additional Tier 2 Response Equipment, Appendix 8 for the full BOPEC and NuStar equipment
inventory.
Additional response equipment and responders can also be sought form the neighbouring islands in the
Dutch Caribbean. Requests for additional assistance must go through official routes via the National
Representative Dutch Caribbean.
6.3.1

Tier 2 Emergency Response Team

The Tier 2 ERT will expand on the Harbourmaster Tier 1 ERT in country. If available, response personnel
from BOPEC, NuStar and Curoil will assist the Harbourmaster ERT if the oil terminals are involved. The OSRL
Technical Advisor will be mobilised for a Tier 2 incident and will be part of the Tier 2 ERT.
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6.4
6.4.1

Tier 3 Arrangements
OSRL

RWS is an Associate member with OSRL, therefore has immediate access to Tier 3 technical advice,
resources and expertise 365 days a year on a 24 hr basis. Table 23 summarises the OSRL service level
agreement (SLA).
Table 23: OSRL Service Level Agreement Summary
Service

Response notification
service/advice

Spill response
equipment

Dispersant stockpile

World-wide
transportation of
equipment

Oil spill trajectory and
tracking

Response Personnel
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Service Standard
In the event of an incident a call should be placed to one of the following
numbers, the Duty Manager will call Client back within 10 minutes of receiving
notification of the call.
Emergency Contact:
UK/Bahrain +44 (0) 2380 331 551
TELEPHONE
Singapore +65 6266 1566
Emergency Contact:
UK/Bahrain +44 (0) 2380 724 314
FAX
Singapore +65 6266 2312
Response equipment is housed in secure facilities in Southampton, Fort
Lauderdale, Bahrain and Singapore, customs cleared where required and ready
for deployment.
Refer to: OSRL Yearbook for a complete list of equipment available,
www.oilspillresponse.com and refer to the equipment stockpile status report
http://www.oilspillresponse.com/activate-us/equipment-stockpile-statusreport
If there was an incident, the spiller is entitled to 50% of the 781 m3 of
dispersant located in Southampton, Singapore, Fort Lauderdale and Bahrain.
OSRL may be able to obtain further dispersant through the GRN and other
organisations, if required.
Two Boeing 727’s will be available for a Tier 3 response from July 2014.
At present, one Hercules L C-130 is based in Morocco available for aerial
dispersant application and transportation of Tier 3 response equipment.
The aircraft is available for loading at the nominated base within 4 hrs
from notification
24 hr access to global network of cargo and passenger charter services
through a dedicated broker
On request and as part of the spill response service, Oil Spill Information
System (OSIS), OILMAP and Oil Spill Contingency and Response Model (OSCAR)
are available to perform trajectory, stochastic and backtrack oil spill surface
and subsea modelling.
OSRL can respond to 2 major oil
A Technical Advisor can be dispatched
spills simultaneously, each with:
to offer support to Client when they
1 x Incident Manager
have an oil spill incident or the
1 x Response Manager
potential for an incident to occur. This
is provided free of charge for the initial
1 x Administrator
assessment period of up to 48 hrs. If a
14 x Spill Response Specialists
1 x Spill Response Specialist for full response team is then mobilised,
the technical advisor will form part of
specific technical task (e.g.
the available team headcount.
fluorometry)
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OSRL Response Times
The following table provides an estimation of response times for mobilisation of Tier 3 resources from Fort
Lauderdale (Table 24), Morocco (Table 25) and Southampton (Table 26) to the BES Islands. OSRL can
provide more accurate timescales at the time of a real incident.
Three airports service the BES Islands:
Bonaire - 9449 ft x 148 ft runway length
St Eustatius - 4265 ft x 98 ft runway length
St Kitts - 8,002 ft runway length
In addition, the Princess Juliana airport on the island of St Maarten can also be used to access St Eustatius
and Saba. Princess Juliana airport does not have any main deck high loaders for cargo aircraft, however it
can handle Anatov and Ilyushin aircraft.
Bonaire airport is capable of receiving large aircraft of B-747’s and similar. St Eustatius does not provide any
refuelling facilities. For larger cargo aircraft, Curacao is a port of entry station for the BES Islands.
Table 24: Estimate response times for Tier 3 resources from Fort Lauderdale (Florida, USA)

Provider
Start Location
Destination
Aircraft type(s)
Mobilisation and loading time
Time for over flight passes
Transit
Total

From: Fort Lauderdale
Tier 3 containment and recovery equipment
(based on MD 80 flight speed via Miami)
Fort Lauderdale to Bonaire
Fort Lauderdale to St Maarten
SRL charter on behalf of client
SRL charter on behalf of client
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale
Bonaire
St Maarten
MD 80
MD 80
12 - 24
12 - 24
3 hrs
3.5
15 - 27 hrs
15.5 - 27.5 hrs

Note: All response times are subject to suitable availability of aircraft, weather conditions, security and over flight
clearances. Additional time may be required to ensure timely application of applicable visas for Oil Spill Response
Specialists.
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Table 25: Tier 3 aerial dispersant Hercules response times from Morocco
From: Morocco

Transit

Provider
Start Location
Destination
Aircraft type(s)
Mobilisation and
loading time
Time for over flight
passes
Start to
destination
(total)
GMAD to GVAC
Fuel stop in GVAC
GVAC to SOCA
Fuel stop in SOCA
SOCA to TNCB
SOCA to TNCM
SOCA to SKB
Fuel stop in TNCM
TNCM to TNCE

Total
Comment

To Bonaire
OSRL SLA
Agadir, Morocco
Bonaire
Lockheed C-130

Tier 3 aerial dispersant
To St Maarten
To St Kitts
OSRL SLA
OSRL SLA
Agadir, Morocco
Agadir, Morocco
St Maarten
St Kitts
Lockheed C-130
Lockheed C-130

To St Eustatius
OSRL SLA
Agadir, Morocco
St Eustatius
Lockheed C-130

6 hrs

6 hrs

6 hrs

6 hrs

24 - 72 hrs

24 - 72 hrs

24 - 72 hrs

24 - 72 hrs

15.5 hrs

15.4 hrs

15.2 hrs

15.7 hrs

4.3 hrs
4.3 hrs
4.3 hrs
4.3 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
7.2 hrs
7.2 hrs
7.2 hrs
7.2 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
2 hrs
4.0 hrs
3.9 hrs
3.7 hrs
4 hrs*
2 hrs
0.2 hrs
19.5 hrs
19.4 hrs
19.2 hrs
21.7 hrs
Calculated with Aerial Dispersant Delivery System (ADDS) pack on board

Note: All response times are subject to suitable availability of aircraft, weather conditions, security and over flight
clearances. Additional time may be required to ensure timely application of applicable visas for Oil Spill Response
Specialists.
*Port of Entry for St Eustatius
GMAD: Agadir, Morocco
GVAC: Espargos, Cape Verde
SOCA: Cayenne, French Guiana
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Table 26 Estimate response times for Tier 3 resources from Southampton (UK)

Provider
Start Location
Destination
Aircraft type(s)
Mobilisation and loading time

From: Southampton
Dispersant re-supply by air
(based B-747F flight speed and direct flight path)
UK to Curacao
UK to Bonaire
UK to St Maarten
OSRL charter on client behalf
East Midlands Airport
Curacao
Bonaire
St Maarten
B-747F
B-747F
AN-124
12 - 24 hrs

Tier 3 containment and recovery and shoreline equipment
(based on B-747F flight speed and direct flight path)
UK to Curacao
UK to Bonaire
UK to St Maarten
OSRL charter on client behalf
East Midlands Airport
Curacao
Bonaire
St Maarten
B-747F
B-747F
AN-124
12 - 24 hrs

Time for over flight passes

72 hrsA

72 hrsA

Transit
Total

85 hrs
85 hrs
80 hrs
85 hrs
85 hrs
75 hrs
Note: Mobilisation and loading of the aircraft can be done whilst applying for the overflight permits
A
Official lead-time for traffic rights for Curacao is approx 14 working days. Possible to reduce the permit lead time with a letter
of support from the consignee. Estimated response time based on a 72 hour window to obtain permits

Comment

48 hrsB

48 hrsB

48 hrsB

48 hrsB

B

Official lead-time for traffic rights for Bonaire and St Maarten is approx 3 working days. Possible to reduce the permit lead
time with a letter of support from the consignee. Estimated response time based on a 48 hour window to obtain permits
Note: All response times are subject to suitable availability of aircraft, weather conditions, security and over flight clearances. Additional time may be required to ensure timely
application of applicable visas for Oil Spill Response Specialists.
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Logistical Support
OSRL respond to locations around the world. RWS has knowledge of the established logistics network in the
BES Islands. To ensure equipment gets through customs clearance quickly and on to the lay down area for
response, RWS shall make the necessary arrangements for the equipment and OSRL personnel once in
country (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Chain of logistics expected during a response
Table 27 provides further information on the support OSRL will require from RWS during a response in the
BES Islands. All necessary letters and forms should be in template so they only need to be completed when
needed.
Table 27: Logistics support required by OSRL
Responsibility of the RWS BST Chairman

Requirement

Country Profiles / Fact
Sheets

Responsibility of the BES Islands

Notes / Information
Advise OSRL team before their departure on:
Climate and any special requirements of the work place
Risks associated with working in the BES Islands - advice to personnel
including mandatory vaccinations
Safety, political stability, areas to avoid and security procedures

Safety Data Sheets (SDS)
Charts / Maps
Document No: CONS0600

Items which may not be brought into the country (e.g. VHF radios)
The SDS must be made available to the response team members prior to
arrival on site. Provide SDS for all oils and chemicals (or crude oil assay sheets)
likely to be encountered during cleanup operations.
Provide up- to-date charts and maps of the incident area for on-site OSRL
personnel, and also ensure copies of all working maps / charts are situated in
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Requirement

Notes / Information
the Briefing Room.

Responsibility
of the RWS
BST
Chairman

Requirement

Airport:
General

Responsibility of the BES Islands

Notes / Information
Confirm landing rights and over flight clearance
Provide liaison person at the airport to assist OSRL staff with equipment arrival
Notification to customs covering:
Immigrations issues
Visas for OSRL personnel, letters of invitation, work permits
Import regulations for equipment
Bond money for aircraft (appropriate currency)
On demobilisation, return shipment of OSRL equipment and customs clearance must
be organised at RWS’ cost
A RWS representative should be able to meet OSRL staff upon arrival at the airport
and act as a local guide for the duration of the response operation.

Airport:
Arrival

Airport:
Equipment
Offloading

Security

Accommodation
and
Refreshments
Venue for OSRL
staff briefings
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The representative should provide personnel with:
A detailed up-to-date summary of the incident
Site-specific health and safety advice
Vehicles, road maps and fuel
Equipment offloading facilities including :
Minimum of 2 forklifts and staff to drive them (available around the clock) capable
of lifting typical weights of 2 - 4 tonnes
Flatbed lorries and drivers to take the equipment to its destination (capable of
carrying the same weights - again available at short notice and 24 hrs a day)
Make any appropriate arrangements for security, including:
Meeting staff at the airport, including transportation
Transport of luggage to destination
Meeting OSRL equipment and ensuring its safe arrival from the airport to its
destination (in conjunction with the requirements of the on site OSRL staff
member responsible for the equipment
Lay down area for the storage of the equipment - preferably inside and security
for this purpose should be 24 hr / 7 days a week for the duration of the
equipment’s stay
Accommodation should be arranged for all OSRL members of staff before arrival in
country (liaise directly with Duty Administrator once OSRL have been mobilised).
Refreshments should be available upon arrival and during the clean up operation for
all members of the response team.
Food and water provisions are the responsibility of the Public Entities in the BES
Islands
Briefing Room should be located as close to the ERT as possible and should include
the following:
Communication lines (including phones, fax, computers on the company network)
Contact lists
White boards
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Requirement

Notes / Information
Up to date charts and maps
Any other relevant information associated with the role of OSRL and the
command centre
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Responsibility of the RWS BST Chairman

Requirement
Personnel
Resources
PPE

Communication

Responsibility of the BES Islands

Notes / Information
If an additional ‘contract workforce’ is required they must be sourced and equipped
with the appropriate PPE before they are sent on site
Contractors need to know what their role is and who they report to.
On-site response personnel should also be provided with decontamination facilities,
food, drinks and toilet facilities
A good supply of PPE should be available for the contract workforce, and for
replacement throughout the response
Communication is the responsibility of the Public Entities in the BES Islands:
Provide local SIM cards for appropriate personnel
Provide VHF radios and a dedicated channel
Provide walkie-talkies for shore based personnel if needed
Provide contact lists (regularly updated) for everyone involved in the response

Boats
To be used by the BES
Islands

Fuel Supplies

Transportation

For boat work to be carried out inshore, vessels should have a shallow draft for
example a Rigid Inflatable (RIB) type vessel.
OSRL team members should have access to a regular supply of diesel and / or
unleaded petrol
Transportation is the responsibility of the Public Entities in the BES Islands:
Vehicles for personnel transfer
Loading and unloading equipment
Forklifts, cranes etc

6.4.2

Tier 3 Emergency Response Team

For a Tier 3 incident, OSRL response personnel will supplement the Harbourmaster and BOPEC, NuStar and
Curoil (if involved) ERT. Apart from the IC role, OSRL personnel can fulfil roles all roles in Operations,
Planning, Logistics and Finance. In addition, volunteer responders from the National Marine Park
authorities of all three BES Islands can supplement the Tier 3 ERT.
6.4.3

Additional Tier 3 Resources

Oiled Wildlife Response
Through OSRL, RWS has access to an external international wildlife response. Sea Alarm has extensive
experience in dealing with oiled wildlife emergencies. Specialised wildlife response equipment is prepackaged, custom approved and stockpiled at OSRL in Southampton. This equipment can be mobilised on
request by RWS for an extra cost. However, without a retainer, the mobilisation of Tier 3 wildlife
emergency teams cannot be guaranteed and will depend on availability and voluntary commitment of third
parties.
The Global Response Network (GRN)
OSRL can also facilitate the mobilisation of further resources through the Global Response Network (GRN).
The GRN is a collaboration of six major oil industry funded spill response organisations whose mission is to
harness cooperation and maximise the effectiveness of oil spill response services worldwide. It includes:
Alaska Clean Seas (ACS)
Australia Marine Oil Spill Centre (AMOSC)
ECRC (formerly, Eastern Canada Response Corporation)
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Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
OSRL (America, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia and Pacific )
Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC)
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Reference Information
Introduction
This section contains background information and supporting data on operating within the BES Islands. This
section covers:
An overview of the current oil operations on the BES Islands
An overview of the environmental and socio-economic sensitivities at risk on the BES Islands
An overview of the oil spill legislative and regulatory framework

7

Operational Overview

RWS does not own or operate any oil production facilities on the BES Islands, but has a responsibility to the
three international oil companies the islands of Bonaire and St Eustatius. BOPEC, NuStar and Curoil operate
oil terminals, storage facilities and moorings on the BES Islands, with RWS providing law enforcement and
the permit to work. In addition, the future bunkering of cruise ships on the islands is anticipated.

7.1

BOPEC Terminal Bonaire

The BOnaire PEtroleum Corporation (BOPEC) is a fuel oil storage terminal on Bonaire that is wholly owned
by the Venezuelan oil company PDVSA. The BOPEC terminal functions primarily as a storage facility for
multiple grades of refined and non-refined oils from Venezuela and refineries on Curacao and Aruba.
BOPEC also has mixing and blending capabilities for its stored fuels.
The BOPEC terminal has two loading piers with deep-water sheltered access:
Pier 1 can receive tankers up to 500,000 Deadweight Tonnage (DWT) with a 95 ft draft restriction
Pier 2 can receive tankers up to 80,000 DWT with a 48 ft draft restriction
7.1.1

BOPEC Vessel Drifting

In 2010, 229 oil tankers visited the BOPEC terminal with an average gross tonnage 64,000 tons per vessel19.
In general, tankers that visit the terminal have to wait several days before they can moor at the BOPEC
loading piers. Due to the water depth, anchoring is not possible and the waiting vessels drift in the area
west of Bonaire (Figure 10). Bonaire has no traffic separation schemes or other dedicated channels for
vessels available20.
Larger vessels (160,000 tons) tend to spend more time drifting, on average 9 days. Smaller tankers (40,000
and 60,000 tons) are able to access the BOPEC terminal more quickly and drift on average for 3 days21. A
vessel adrift means that the ship stays still in the water but is not at anchor. In this state, the ship has poor
manoeuvrability because of a lack of speed and the risk of tanker collision is increased. Automatic
Identification System (AIS) data show vessels start drifting before they enter the territorial waters of
Bonaire and behave like non-route bound traffic22 increasing the risk of collision with passing traffic.

19

Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
21
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
22
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
20
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Figure 10: Drifting area of BOPEC terminal (indicated by the orange lines)23

7.2

Curoil Terminal Bonaire

Curoil operate two terminals on the island of Bonaire. These terminals receive and supply tankers with kerosene and
gasoline. One terminal is dedicated to the airport and the other terminal for customer use.

7.3

NuStar Terminal St Eustatius

The NuStar fuel oil storage terminal is owned and operated by the America oil company NuStar Energy L.P.
The NuStar terminal functions primarily as a storage facility for multiple grades of refined and non-refined
oils with a total active storage capacity of 11 million barrels.
The NuStar terminal has marine facilities:
Single Point Mooring (two) can receive Ultra Large Crude Carriers (ULCC) and Very Large Crude
Carriers (VLCC) up to 520,000 DWT with a 94 ft draft restriction
Floating Hose Station #1 can receive bunker barges
Floating Hose Station #2 can receive vessels up to 40,000 DWT with 39 ft draft restriction
Finger Jetty can receive vessels up to 150,000 DWT with 55 ft draft restriction
NuStar have spill mitigation procedures and response guidelines in place for potential oil spills from the
following scenarios:
Tank overfill/failure
Piping rupture/leak (loading arms, connections, hoses, dock to dock transfers)
Tank ship overflows
Explosion and/or fire
Equipment failure (e.g. pumping system failure, relief valve failure, etc)
7.3.1

NuStar Vessel Anchorage

NuStar operates a Single Point Mooring and a Finger Jetty for transhipment of oil off and onshore and
bunkering is done by bunker barges. A large dedicated anchorage area is situated directly west of the
terminal to receive the incoming tankers (Figure 11). Vessels anchor here for bunkering as well as for

23

Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
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waiting to access the terminal. In 2010, 859 vessels visited the terminal for bunkering and 272 for cargo
transhipment.24
Like Bonaire, there are no traffic separation schemes or dedicated channels available around St Eustatius.
Drifting was only observed during bad weather. AIS data indicates the majority of vessels ships sail directly
to the anchorage area. The transhipment vessels lift their anchors just before they proceed to the Finger
Jetty and continue onwards from there. The bunker-only ships mostly resume their route from the
anchorage area.

Figure 11: Contours of the NUSTAR anchorage area25

7.4

Vessel Traffic

Bonaire is regularly visited by vessels during the cruise season. In 2012, 143 cruise ships visited the island
and moored at the commercial Port of Kralendijk. These vessels were cruise ships or large passenger sailing
ships with a gross tonnage between 5000 and 115,000 tons 26.
Bonaire is supplied mainly by small Roll-On Roll-Off (Ro-Ro) vessels, which also call at the Port of Kralendijk.
According to the KWCG, these ships sail on a fixed route along the ABC islands: Aruba
Bonaire
Curacao27.
Bonaire’s territorial waters are not only accessed by vessels visiting the island, but also by passing traffic.
Particularly traffic to and from the Panama Canal and surrounding region. Marin (2012) estimates four ships
a day passes close distance to the island and a maximum 50% of these vessels actually access Bonaire’s
territorial waters.
Figure 12 provides an overview of all vessel traffic routes within the territorial waters of Bonaire.

24

Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3

25

Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
27
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
26
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Dominican Republic

Anegada Passage
St. Lucia and St. Vincent &
The Grenadines

Florida

Barbados & Grenada

Windward Passage

Cartagena & Panama

Curacao & Aruba

Oil tankers
Cargo/ferry
Cruise vessels

Isla Margarita

Caracas, Venezuela

Figure 12: Overview of the traffic routes around Bonaire
In addition to the oil tankers on route to the NuStar terminal, cargo ships and small pleasure craft also use
St Eustatius. In 2010, 250 cargo vessels visited the island28. The cargo vessels follow certain routes to and
from St Maarten to St Kitts and Guadeloupe, and to and from the British Virgin Isles to St Kitts and
Antigua29. The cargo vessels regularly enter the territorial waters of both St Eustatius and Saba (Figure 13).
Saba is a small island with few shipping activities. There is a shallow water port on the southern side of the
island not accessible for large draft vessels. Saba is on the route of a number of small cruise liners, who
anchor in front of the harbour and Marin (2012) estimate 30 cruise ships per year visit the island. Saba port
statistics show that 194 cargo vessels and 192 passenger ships visit the island annually30.
St Eustatius and Saba are supplied by a small Ro-Ro vessel called the Mutty’s Pride. On average, the vessel
enters the port of Saba once a week (52 times per year) and the port of St. Eustatius 2.5 times a week (130
times a year).31
For further detailed information about vessel traffic in the territorial waters of the BES Islands, refer to: Qualitative
Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean, Appendix 9.

28

Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
30
Saba Port Authority, Amount of boats from June 2010 to June 2011 (Excel file)
31
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCN-rev. 3
29
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Figure 13: Overview route structure of cargo and cruise ships for St Eustatius and Saba
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7.5
7.5.1

Oil Characteristics
Fate of Marine Oil Spills

Oil spilt at sea spreads across the surface while undergoing a number of chemical and physical changes,
collectively termed weathering. Figure 14 shows the different process involved, with an explanation of each
term below.

Figure 14: Fate of marine oil spills32
Spreading
Evaporation
Oxidation
Emulsification
Dispersion
Dissolution
Sedimentation
Biodegradation

7.5.2

Increase in the length and breadth of the oil slick as it spreads on the sea surface.
Lighter oil hydrocarbons evaporated in to the atmosphere.
Sunlight promotes oxidation and may lead to the formation of soluble products or persistent tars. Its
overall effect on dispersion is minor.
Water incorporating with the oil emulsion causes an increase in oil viscosity. Oils with high asphaltene
content are more likely to form stable emulsions.
Wave action forms oil droplets, resulting in transport of oil from the sea surface into the water column.
Oil (either slick form or suspended oil droplets) dissolves into the water column by a physical and
chemical process.
Oil increases in density due to weathering and an interaction with suspended sediments or biological
material. Tar ball formation may result and be deposited on the seabed.
Microbial activity and/or the ingestion of oil by plankton and other organisms can alter or transform
hydrocarbons. This is a biological and chemical process.

Oil Properties

The main properties of oil that affect its behaviour if split at sea are:
Specific gravity (SG) (its density relative to pure water often expressed as an °API)
Distillation characteristics (its volatility)
Viscosity (its resistance to flow)
Pour point (the temperature below which it will not flow)

32

ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
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The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation (ITOPF) classifies oil into four main groups based
roughly on their SG. Predicted rates of dissipation are determined from the classification of the oil.
Figure 15 shows the oil classifications and the time anticipated for the oil to dissipate. The graph also takes
account of the competing process of emulsification, which for most oil leads to an increase in volume. The
curves on the graph represent an estimated ‘average’ behaviour for each group. The behaviour of a
particular oil may differ from the general pattern depending on its specific properties and the
environmental conditions at the time of the spill.

Group 1 SG <0.8 (°API >45)

Group 3 SG 0.85-0.95 (°API 17.5-35)

Group 2 SG 0.8-0.85 (°API 35-45)

Group 4 SG >0.95 (°API <17.5)

Figure 15: Classification of oil according to SG33

7.6

Oil Inventory

The hydrocarbon products handled at the BOPEC and NuStar Terminals are summarised in Table 28.
Table 28: Hydrocarbon inventory of Bonaire and St Eustatius
Operator
BOPEC

NuStar

Curoil

33

Hydrocarbon Inventory
IFO 380
Diesel
Gasoline
Diesel
Crude oil
#6 Fuel oil (Black oil)
Naphtha
Kerosene
Gasoline

SG
0.95 - 0.97
0.81 - 0.95
0.68 - 0.78
0.81 - 0.95
Various
0.82 - 0.95
0.76 - 0.77
0.78 - 0.82
0.68 - 0.78

ITOPF Group
3/4
2 / 3 (heavy diesels)
1
2 / 3 (heavy diesels)
2/3/4
2/3
1
1
1

ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
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ITOPF Group 1 Oil
Naptha, Gasoline and Kerosene are classified as a Group 1 oil under the ITOPF classification34 of oil
according to their specific gravity (ITOPF, 2010). Group 1 oils are referred to as non-persistent due to its
high evaporation rates. This light oil tends to dissipate completely through evaporation and physical
dispersion within 1-2 days and does not normally form emulsions.
When spilled on the waters, Group 1 oils will spread rapidly under the influence of the prevailing wind and
current direction. Generally Group 1 oil spills tend to break-up rapidly under the combined influence of
spreading and evaporation.
It is important to note that spills of Group 1 oils may pose significant health and safety concerns. They have
considerably high concentration of toxic (soluble) compounds. When spilled it may cause localised and
severe impacts to water column and intertidal resources. In general, Group 1 oils also have an extremely
low flash point. The risk of fire or explosion is therefore high. Thus, all necessary action to stop all sources
of ignition must be implemented.
ITOPF Group 2 Oil
Diesel, some crudes and #6 Fuel oil can be classified as a Group 2 oil under the ITOPF classification35 of oil
according to their SG. Most #6 Fuel oils however, tend to have a SG that puts them in Group 3 or 4. Group 2
oils are referred to as light oils. Normally, these oils will rapidly spread under the influence of the prevailing
wind and current direction.
These oils are also regarded as persistent i.e. the light-end components will evaporate relatively quickly (up
to 40% by volume within the first 24 hours) leaving behind the heavier component that will persist in the
environment (up to one-third of spill amount) for sufficient time to mount a response 36.
It is the heavier components (with more complex molecules) of the oil that may remain in the surface spill
for several weeks prior to the chemical changes that allow them to evaporate. However, after the first
week, the rate of evaporation is greatly reduced.
Group 2 oils have a low tendency to form viscous emulsions although there are some exceptions to this.
ITOPF Group 3 Oil
Crudes, #6 Fuel oil and some heavy diesels can be classified as a Group 3 oil under the ITOPF classification37
of oil according to their specific gravity. Group 3 oils undergo evaporation at a moderate rate; about one
third will evaporate within 24 hours38. This Group 3 oil is also highly variable, particularly in their tendency
to emulsify and in their pour points.
An oil’s pour point affects the viscosity of the oil and hence its dispersibility. The pour point is the
temperature at which an oil becomes semi-solid and ceases to flow. This happens because the waxes in the
oil crystallize out of solution. This causes the oil to “gel” and greatly increase in viscosity.
The pour point of spilled oil does not remain constant over time. It will gradually increase because
evaporation of the lighter components of the oil causes the waxes in the residual oil to become
concentrated, thus forcing their precipitation. This means that a freshly spilled oil with a relatively low pour
point may not gel, but may gel after some weathering.

34

ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
36
NOAA. 1992. Introduction to Coastal Habitats and Biological Resources for Spill Response. Oil Behaviour and Toxicity
37
ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
38
NOAA. 1992. Introduction to Coastal Habitats and Biological Resources for Spill Response. Oil Behaviour and Toxicity
35
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This type of crude normally forms emulsions readily; the rate of this formation and the stability of the
emulsions formed are highly variable depending on their asphaltene content. High asphaltene content will
promote rapid emulsification that can result in substantial increase in the viscosity and reduce the
amenability to dispersants.
Oils with high asphaltene content are typically heavier and more persistent oils. Because of this nature,
Group 3 crudes are often classified as persistent oils; they may not be completely removed from an
affected environment because of weathering processes or clean-up operations. This may result in long term
effects to the environment.
ITOPF Group 4 Oil
Heavy crudes and some #6 Fuel oils are classified as a Group 4 oil under the ITOPF classification39 of oil
according to their specific gravity. Group 4 oils are referred to as heavy oils. Group 4 oils are very persistent
due to their lack of volatile material and high viscosity, particularly after a period of weathering.
The water soluble fraction is less than 10 ppm. They weather very slowly with little or no evaporation,
dissolution and/or physical dispersion40. After some evaporation of the lighter ends, the heavier fractions
that make up majority of the oil mixtures tend to precipitate out of the oil mixture in the form of very fine,
solid particles. These particles assist in stabilising a water-in-oil emulsion because of the presence of natural
surfactants. Emulsions are highly viscous and have densities approaching seawater. They may also result in
a significant increase in the volume of the slick as the emulsions typically contain 30-80 percent water.
Upon contact with shoreline, they are likely to cause heavy and long-term contamination of the impacted
areas.

39
40

ITOPF. 2011.Fate of Marine Oil Spills, Technical Information Paper 2
NOAA. 1992. Introduction to Coastal Habitats and Biological Resources for Spill Response. Oil Behaviour and Toxicity
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8

Environmental and Socioeconomic Information

In most oil spill scenarios associated with activities in the BES Islands it is that the response strategies will
be focused near and on the shoreline. The marine and coastal habitats of the Dutch Caribbean have
significant coral and mangrove ecosystems with a number of protected areas and a National Marine Park
on every island.

8.1

Net Environmental Benefit Analysis

The objective of spill response efforts is to protect the environment or to minimise environmental damage.
Environmental damage includes short and long-term effects on the natural, physical, economic and social
environment (including risks to human health) that may be attributable to an oil spill or from subsequent
spill response activities.
Net Environmental Benefit Analysis (NEBA) is a qualitative comparison technique that involves stakeholders
in assessing and comparing different response techniques to the advantages and disadvantages of natural
clean up. The process of NEBA should be conducted during all stages of the response and consideration
given to the sensitivities of the surrounding environment. The advantages of natural clean up results in an
unaffected subsurface environment. However, oil will remain on the water surface potentially impacting
sensitive habits such as mangroves. An alternative strategy of dispersant application may be used to avoid
oiling of the mangroves, which in turn will lead to subsurface impact as more oil is dispersed into the water
column (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Example of NEBA and different response strategies
The decision tree for the use of dispersants during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean41 effectively considers
NEBA. It is recognised that high concentrations of dispersed oil can have negative impacts on fish and coral
larvae. The dispersant decision tree does not recommended the use of dispersant during the spawning
period (September-October) to minimise any potential effects.
The decision tree for the use of dispersants uses NEBA to prohibit the use of dispersant on or near Saba
Bank. Saba Bank is a Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) under the IMO supporting a large number of
coral reef species with ecological value. The use of dispersants on or near the Saba Bank is likely to cause
more damage than would occur if an oil slick floats over the Bank, therefore dispersant application is not
allowed.

41

The National Committee for Environmental Incidents in Water (LCM). January 2013. Decision tree for the use of dispersants
during oil spills in the Dutch Caribbean Version 1.04.
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8.2

Meteorological Conditions

The BES Islands enjoy a sub-tropical and oceanic climate. St Eustatius and Saba lie within the hurricane belt
of the Caribbean with hurricanes season between July to October. Bonaire does not experience hurricanes
as it is one of the southernmost islands in the Caribbean.
Bonaire
On Bonaire the average air temperature is 30 C with 75% relative humidity. The average water
temperature is 29 C. Rainfall averages 52.8 cm per year and there is a constant easterly trade wind that
cools the air temperature. Average wind speed is 25 kph.42
St Eustatius
On St Eustatius the average air temperature is 26 C. The average water temperature is 26 to 28 C. St
Eustatius lies within the zone of the northeast trade winds that provide a constant cooling breeze43. Saint
Eustatius receives approximately 105 cm of rainfall each year, with rainy season occurring during the
months of April, June and September44.
Saba
The average temperature in Saba is 27 C. Rainfall can occur throughout the year, but Saba generally
experiences more heat, humidity and rain during the summer months. The average yearly rainfall in Saba is
105 cm45.

8.3

Physical Environment Sensitivities

Bonaire
Bonaire supports a number of sensitive habitats. Under the RAMSAR Convention there are five RAMSAR
sites (Table 29) that are wetlands of international significance, particularly as a habitat for waterfowl.
Table 29: RAMSAR sites on Bonaire46
Area
De Slagbaai
Het Gotomeer
Het Lac
Het Pekelmeer

Surface area (hectares)
90
150
700
400

Coordinates
12º16’N 068º25’W
12º14’N 068º22’W
12º06’N 068º14’W
12º02’N 068º19’W

Island of Klein
Bonaire & adjacent sea

600

12º10’N 068º19’W

Remark
Inland water, part of the
Marine Protected Area
(MPA)
‘External water’, to
depths of 60 m is part of
the MPA

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are recognised on a national level by the State and in the legislation. They
are not based on international agreements and all of the BES Islands have a MPA. Activities that could
damage the protected habitats are restricted and no boats are permitted to anchor within the MPA’s. The
Bonaire Marine National Park and the Washington Slagbaai National Park on the north of the island fall
under the Bonaire MPA.

42

InfoBonaire; The Bonaire Information Site. Available [online]: http://www.infobonaire.com/travel.html
Island Real Estate; St Eustatius Climate. Available [online]
http://www.islandrealestate.com/spps/ahpg.cfm?spgid=635&islandid=54
44
Statia Tourism; St Eustatius Essential Facts. Available [online] http://www.statiatourism.com/essential_facts.htm#rai
45
Saba Guide; Saba Weather. Available [online] http://saba-guide.info/weather/
46
RWS .2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas; Areas of the Caribbean Netherlands That Are Vulnerable To the
Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea. September 2013.
43
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The Bonaire National Marine Park extends from high water to 60 m depth contour. The Bonaire National
Marine Park encompasses the entire coast of Bonaire, including the smaller island of Klein Bonaire and Lac
Bonaire. The National Park covers approximately 2,700 hectares supporting extensive coral reefs, seas grass
beds, beach areas and mangroves47.
Lac Bonaire is one of the best-preserved mangrove forests in the Caribbean. Lac Bonaire is the biggest
lagoon of the Netherlands Antilles, covering approximately 700 hectares48. The Lac is bordered by a barrier
reef across most of its entrance to the open sea.
Lac Bonaire supports four different species of mangrove tree and associated fauna by providing nursery
grounds. The Lac is home to three globally endangered species:
The green turtle
The queen conch
Mangrove trees
The Bonaire National Marine Park is managed by the Bonaire National Parks Foundation (STINAPA).
STINAPA is responsible for actively regulating potentially damaging activities in the Park. Due to the fragility
of Lac Bonaire’s ecosystems, zonation of activities is operated in the Lac.
St Eustatius
There are no designated RAMSR areas on St Eustatius.
The majority of the coastline of St Eustatius is sandy beaches with small boulders leading to steep cliffs on
the north-west of the island. There are no inland bays, salt marshes or mangroves. Beyond the beaches,
there are extensive coral reefs and sea grass beds protected under the St Eustatius National marine Park.
The St Eustatius National Marine Park was created in 1996 and extends around the entire island from the
high water line to 30 m depth contour. The park covers an area of 27.5 km² and protects a variety of
habitats including coral reefs that have formed on volcanic substratum 49 and the endangered Black coral 50.
Within the St Eustatius National Marine Park there are two actively managed reserves in which fishing or
anchoring is prohibited to conserve marine biodiversity.
Saba
Saba is an extinct volcano and was recommended as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2011. Due to its
natural setting and relative isolation, Saba has created a distinctive island community51. There are no
designated RAMSAR areas on Saba.
Saba is unusual in that it has no permanent beaches on the island, although during late spring a seasonal
beach of coarse black sand appears in Well’s Bay52. Much of its coastline contains small cliffs and shores of
volcanic rocks.
The Saba National Marine Park stretches from the high tide mark to the 60 m depth contour, which
protects the limited coral reef system encircling the island. 4.3 km southwest of Saba is the Saba Bank, the

47

STINAPA Bonaire National Marine Park; Brochure. Available [online] http://www.bmp.org/brochure_bnmp.html
STINAPA Bonaire National Marine Park; Lac Bonaire. Available [online] http://www.bmp.org/index-lac.html
49
RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas; Areas of the Caribbean Netherlands That Are Vulnerable To the
Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea. September 2013.
50
STENAPA Statia National Marine Park. Available [online] http://www.statiapark.org/parks/marine/index.html
51
UNESCO; Tentative Heritage Sites. Available [online] http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5628/
52
Saba Tourism; Hiking. Available [online] http://www.sabatourism.com/hike.html
48
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largest submarine atoll in the Atlantic Ocean. Saba Bank is approximately ~2200 km² and provides shelter
for at least 200 fish species, many of which are unique to the Bank 53.
Since 2012, Saba Bank has been designated a PSSA under the IMO. When an area is approved as a PSSA,
specific measures can be taken to restrict maritime activities in that area. In the case of the Saba Bank, the
Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) have introduced measures such as a general anchoring ban and a
sailing ban for ships heavier than 300 gigatonnes54.
8.3.1

Potential Effect of Oil on the Physical Environment

Cliffs
St Eustatius has steep cliffs to the north-west of the island and much of Saba’s coastline contains small
cliffs.
Cliffs are generally present in high energy environments; any oil deposited here is likely to be rapidly
removed from the exposed cliff faces. The most resistant oil may remain at or above the high tide line
where more infrequent wave action occurs. Impacts to the intertidal communities are expected to be of
short duration, except when the toxicity of the oil is high enough to impact quickly, e.g. light refined
products55. Where this type of oil is spilled the greatest impacts are likely to be to birds at their nesting
colonies or feeding in near-shore waters56.
Ecological impacts of an oil spill may be compounded in rocky shores by aggressive cleanup methods, such
as the application of large volumes of chemical dispersant application, excessive mechanical scraping, or
hot water/ high pressure flushing.
Sandy Beaches
The shoreline of both Bonaire and St Eustatius consists of extensive sandy beaches that support four
routinely nesting species of turtle plus important tourism activities.
Impact of oil on sandy beaches depends on the sediment grain size and the wave exposure of the beach. In
general, oil tends to concentrate in a band on sandy beaches along the high tide line. However, heavy oiling
can cover entire intertidal areas, although the oil may be lifted off the lower part of the beach with the
rising tide. Burial of oiled layers by clean sand within the first few weeks after the spill is limited to the
upper 30 cm layer in fine grained sane and to the upper 60 cm in coarse grained sediments57.
Biological impacts include temporary decline of faunal populations of burrowing species such as bivalves,
polychaete worms, and crustaceans. This also impacts the shorebirds that feed on these organisms and
other beach users, e.g. turtles, seals etc58.
Sheltered beaches usually comprise of finer sediments, hence the oil penetration is less, but the
persistence of oil can be very high due to limited wave action, hence, enhancing the formation of asphalt
pavements under heavy oiling.
Biodegradation of oil by microorganisms is not likely to be significant until physical processes have removed
much of the bulk oil. Biodegradation is relatively slow in poorly drained fine sediments, or in the interior of
thick oil layers.
53

RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas; Areas of the Caribbean Netherlands That Are Vulnerable To the
Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea. September 2013.
54

RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas; Areas of the Caribbean Netherlands That Are Vulnerable To the
Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea. September 2013.
55
Michel, J. and O. Hayes, M. 1992. Sensitivity of Coastal Environments to Oil. An Introduction to Coastal Habitats and Biological
Resource for Oil Spill Response (Report No. HMRAD 92-4). NOAA. Chapter 3. Pp 3: 2-3.
56
Moore, J. and Guzman L. 2000. Biological Impacts of Oil Pollution: Rocky Shores. IPIECA Report Series vol. 7.
57
Michel, J. and O. Hayes, M., (1992). Sensitivity of Coastal Environments to Oil. An Introduction to Coastal Habitats and Biological
Resource for Oil Spill Response (Report No. HMRAD 92-4). NOAA. Chapter 3. Pp 3: 2-3.
58
Kingston, P., Little, D., Harkantra, S. 2000. Biological Impacts of Oil Pollution: Sedimentary Shores. IPIECA Report Series vol. 9.
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Mangroves
Bonaire contains extensive mangrove systems, particularly Lac Bonaire that supports four different species
of mangrove tree. Mangroves provide important nursery grounds for a number of animals including the
endangered green turtle and the queen conch.
Mangroves are highly susceptible to oil exposure. Commonly observed mangrove responses to oil include
yellowing of leaves, defoliation, and tree death. Oiled mangrove forests that are sheltered from wave and
current exposure are likely to be more severely affected than well exposed ‘outer fringe’ mangrove areas
since oil tends to persist in more sheltered areas.
Once oil has entered a mangrove, it may remain there for tens of years due to inaccessibility, limited clean
up options, lack of water movement and the slow rate of microbial degradation. Oil may easily penetrate
below the mud surface in crab and mud-skipper burrows this allows oil to leach slowly from the substrate
over an extended period of time. The effects of oiling to mangroves include branching of pneumatophores,
germination failure, decreased canopy cover, increased rate of mutation and increased sensitivity to other
stresses.
Furthermore, when oiled trees and shrubs die the rest of the ecosystem in that area of the mangrove
deteriorates quickly. Many of the fish, crabs, shrimps, molluscs, worms and other marine animals can also
be killed directly and indirectly by the oil. However, these communities tend to recover more quickly than
the mangroves themselves. Because of this, longer-term effects are likely to be related to death of the
mangroves and loss of habitat that supports and protects the community5960.
Indirect impacts from loss of mangrove habitat include adverse impacts on germination and growth of
intertidal plants, soil erosion and subsidence of land61.
Coral Reefs
All of the BES Islands support extensive coral reefs, and all are protected under the National Marine Parks
of each respective island. Coral reefs spawn after the full moon in August, September and October in the
Dutch Caribbean. RWS (2013) recognise the coral reefs as being extra sensitive from mid-August up to and
including the first week of November62.
As the majority of corals grow below the seas surface they may not be impacted from oil spills. Chemical
dispersants introduce oil into the water column exposing the subsurface flora and fauna to the oil. Corals
existing in the tidal zone may be exposed to a surface oil.
The recorded effects of chronic exposure to oil include:
Decrease in growth
Decrease in reproductive and colonisation capacity
Negative effects on feeding and behaviour
Alteration of the secretion activity of mucous cells
Inhibits early life stage development of corals

59

Burns, K.A., S.D. Garrity, and S.C. Levings. 1993. How many years until mangrove ecosystems recover from catastrophic spills?
Marine Pollution Bulletin 26 (5) 239-248.
60 Dodge, R.E., B.J. Baca, A.H.Knap, S.C. Snedaker, and T.D.Sleeter. 1995. The effects of oil and chemically dispersed oil in tropical
ecosystem: 10 years of monitoring experimental sites. MSRC Technical Report Series 95-104. Washington,D.C.: Marine Spill
Response Corporation. 82 pp. and Appendices.
61 Boer, B. 1993. Mangroves two years after the 1991 Gulf War oil spill in Saudi Arabia. Marine Pollution Bulletin 27:207-211.
62
RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Areas of the Caribbean
Netherlands that are Vulnerable to the Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea.
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Branching corals appear to be more susceptible than the massive corals, and recovery has been recorded to
be slow63. Indirectly, oil also impairs primary food production by symbiotic zooxanthellae and energy
transfer via coral mucus.
Oil also tends to bioaccummulate in coral tissues and tends to persist over longer periods64. However,
relatively less damage has been recorded from acute exposure to oil, although associated organisms of the
coral reefs, such as crustacea and sea urchins are killed.
Associated fish, invertebrates and plants in the reef community may also be negatively impacted. Turtles
and marine mammals may be seasonal inhabitants in corals and may be affected if the oil is spilled in that
particular season65. Certain corals (such as Great Barrier reef) which have an oxygen requirement so critical
and sensitive to change that extreme tides in oil spilled sheltered reefs can sometimes result in anoxic
conditions resulting in mortality to much of the community66.
Sea Grass Beds
Bonaire and St Eustatius National Marine Parks protect significant sea grass beds. Oil spills may affect
seagrasses either by direct smothering or by toxic effects of the water soluble fraction of oil. Smothering of
sea grass occurs when oil is stranded on areas of intertidal seagrass, leading to reduced growth rates,
blackened leaves and mortality67. The toxic components of the water soluble fraction of oil are Poly
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are lipophilic and hence, are able to pass through membranes and
impact on photosynthesis in all types of seagrass. This also causes a reduction in tolerance to other stress
factors such as sub lethal quantities of hydrocarbons that are incorporated into algae or macrophytic
tissues68. Oil may also adversely affect leaf density and flowering in juvenile plants69 and cause bleaching of
leaves of mature plants near the beaches70. Oil also impacts the crustaceans that survive and the fishes that
breed around the seagrasses.
Chronic low exposure of oil may not impact seagrass significantly; however, local small scale decline may be
seen at certain areas7172. Chemical dispersants used currently rate between "slightly toxic" to "practically
non-toxic" by the IMO Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection
(GESAMP) classification system.
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Gusman, H.M., Kathryn, A.B., Jackson, J.B.C., (1994). Injury, regerneration and growth of Caribbean reef corals after a major oil
spill in Panama. Marine Ecology Progress Series, 105: 231-241.
64
Shigenika, G. 2001. Toxicity of Oil to Reef-Building Corals: A Spill Response Perspective, NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS
OR&R 8.
65 Kinsey, D.W. 1973. Small scale experiments to determine the effects of crude oil films on gas exchange over the coral back-reef
at Heron Island. Environmetnal Pollution. 4: 167-182.
66
Kinsey, D.W. 1973. Small scale experiments to determine the effects of crude oil films on gas exchange over the coral back-reef at
Heron Island. Environmetnal Pollution. 4: 167-182.
67
Howard, S., Baker, J.M. and Hiscock, K. 1989. The effects of oil and dispersants on seagrasses in Milford Haven. In: Dricks, B., (Ed),
Ecological Impacts of the Oil Industry. Pp 61-98, Johhn Wiley and Sons Ltd, Chichester.
68
Zieman, J.C., Orth, R., Phillips, R.C., Thayer, G. And Thorhaug, A. 1984. The effects of oil on seagrass ecosystems. In: Cairns, J. And
Buikema, A.L., Eds, Restoration of Habitats Impacted by Oil Spills. Pp. 37-64, Butterworth, Boston.
69
Dean, T.A., Stekoll, M.S., Jewett, S.C., Smith, R.O. and Hose, J.E. 1998. Eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) in Prince William Sound,
Alaska: Effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Marine Pollution Bulletin, 36: 201-210.
70
Juday, G.P. and Foster, N.R. 1990. A preliminary look at effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill on Green Island Research natural area.
Agroborealis, 22: 10-17.
71
Cambridge, M.L., Chiffings, A.W., Brittan, C., Moore, L. and McComb, A.J. 1986. The loss of seagrass in Cockburn Sound, Western
Australia. II. Possible causes of seagrass decline. Aquatic Botany, 24: 269-285.
72
Shepherd, S.A., McComb, A.J., Bulthius, D.A., Neverauskas, V., Steffensen, D.A, and West, R. 1989. Decline of seagrasses. In:
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However, there is limited knowledge on the specific effects on seagrasses exposed to dispersants. The use
of dispersants may also increase the exposure of submerged seagrasses to oil as dispersed oil enters the
water column but the overall impact may depend on the oil type, seagrass, bioavailability73 and
volatilisation of oil74.

8.4

Faunal Sensitivities

The following information describes the faunal sensitivities that may be impacted by an oil spill in the BES
Islands.
The effects of oil on marine species and birds will vary greatly dependant on type of oil spilt, extent of
weathering and the degree and duration of exposure.
8.4.1

Plankton

The extensive coral reefs surrounding Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba spawn on three separate occasions
during the year. Juvenile fish of many species mature in the mangroves or on the reef itself. The eggs are
laid in the mangroves because of the shelter and food resources that the root structures provide. Some
species of fish propagate in the open sea, such as tuna, sailfish, marlin, sharks, etc.75
Plankton drifts with currents. They are primary producers and a source of food for many larger marine
species76. Abundance varies depending on nutrient concentrations and environmental factors. This makes it
difficult to determine the impact of oil on plankton. Oil is toxic to plankton and the loss of eggs and larval
stages of organisms could cause serious and long-term damage to adult plankton77. It is the volatile
compounds of oil evaporate at the surface or dissolve in the water column that can affect plankton78.
Surface oil is usually patchy and will have a sporadic and minimal affect on overall plankton population
health.
8.4.2

Reptiles

The green turtle, hawksbill turtles, loggerhead turtle and leatherback turtle routinely nest on the islands of
Bonaire and St Eustatius. Turtles lay their eggs on Klein Bonaire, No Name Beach and others on Bonaire and
Sealandia Beach on St Eustatius. Laying season is from early April up to and including December (depending
on the species). Saba does not support nesting sea turtles because it has no sandy beaches, but many sea
turtles utilise the waters around Saba 79.
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Wolfe, M.F., Schlosser, J.A., Schwartz, G.J.B., Singaram, S., Mielbrecht, E.E., Tjeerdema, R.S. and Sowby, M.L. 1998. Influence of
dispersants on bioavailability and trophic transfer of petroleum hydrocarbons to primary levels of a marine food chain. Aquatic
Toxicology, 42: 211-227.
74 Burridge, T.R. and Shir, M. 1995. The comparative effects of oil dispersants and oil/ dispersant conjugates on germination of the
marine macroalga Psyllospora comosa (Fucales: Phaeophyta). Marine Pollution Bulletin, 31:446-452.
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RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Areas of the Caribbean
Netherlands that are Vulnerable to the Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea.
76 IPIECA. (2010). Effects of Oil Spills, Environmental Impact.
77 Samain, F.F., Moal, J., Coum, A., Le Coz, J.R and Daniel, J.Y, (1980). Effects of the "Amoco Cadiz" oil spill on zooplankton.
Helgoland Marine Research.
78 Earth Gauge, (2010). Gulf Oil Spill Series: Effects on Invertebrates. Available [online] at: http://www.earthgauge.net/wpcontent/EG_Gulf_Invertebrates.pdf
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Sea turtles, in the BES Islands are vulnerable to floating oil. The effects of oil on these species can include:
Irritation of skin, eyes and other orifices from direct contact with oil
Damage to digestive system and respiratory system and other organs through ingestion of oiled
food or inhalation of fumes
Inhalation of oil vapours or droplets
Death by suffocation and starvation80,
Limit mobility (especially juveniles) increasing vulnerability to predation
Loss of hatchlings and juveniles
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) protects the
seven marine turtle species. The green turtle, hawksbill turtles, loggerhead turtle and leatherback turtle
species of turtle are present in the operational area.
Turtles incubate and hatch eggs in sediments above high water. It takes approximately 60 days for the eggs
to hatch81 and stranded oil could harm female turtles, eggs and hatchlings, if it accumulated on the nests. If
oiled at the beginning of the two-month incubation period, eggs are likely to survive but may develop
deformities. However, eggs impacted towards the end of their incubation are not as likely to survive.
Weathered oil has a lesser toxic impact on turtle eggs82.
Turtles spend their juvenile and adult lifes migrating large distances, surfacing regularly to breathe and feed
on weed. Turtles will eat anything (including tar balls) so are at risk to floating oil slicks83.
8.4.3

Marine Mammals

Marine mammals include whales and dolphins. These species are warm blooded, breath air through lungs,
bear live young and produce milk.
Whales and Dolphins
There are several species of whale and dolphin in the BES Islands, including:
Toothed whales - bottlenose dolphins84
Filter feeders - humpback whale
Bonaire supports two resident groups of dolphins85, whilst St Eustatius and Saba provide the seasonal
migratory route for bottlenose dolphins and humpback whales.
These species migrate large distances in open oceans and unlike other less mobile species are able to avoid
oiled areas. The skin of these species is smooth and hairless; making it unlikely that oil would stick and
cause irritation. The filter feeding species could consume and ingest oil and/or oiled prey (plankton and
krill), leading to a lower chances of survival86. When these species breach an oiled surface to breathe
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Lutz,P.L. (1989) Lutz, P.L. in NOAA, (2003). Methods for determining the toxicity of oil and dispersants to sea turtles. In: Oil and
Dispersant Toxicity Testing: Proceedings of a Workshop on Technical Specifications Held in New Orleans, La. (T.W. Duke and G.
Petrazzuolo) pp.97-101. Prepared under MMS contract 14-12-0001-30447, OCS Study MMS 89-0042
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RWS. 2013. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Combating Oil Pollution in Vulnerable Areas. Areas of the Caribbean
Netherlands that are Vulnerable to the Consequences of Oil Pollution at Sea.
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Fritts, T.H. and McGehee, M.A. (1982). Effects of petroleum on the development and survival of marine turtle embryos. Contract
No. 14-16-0009-80-946, FWS/OBS-82/37. US Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S Department of the Interior, Washington,DC.
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Lutcavage, M.E., Lutz, P.L., Bossart, G.D and Hudson, D.M. in NOAA, (1995). Physiologic and clinicopathologic effects of crude oil
on loggerhead sea turtles. Arch.Environ.Contam.Toxicol.
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Bonaire Coastal Dolphin Project. 2008. Photo Identification Catalogue. Available [online]:
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through their blowholes, inhalation of vapour/droplets can damage mucous membranes, lungs and cause
death.
8.4.4

Birds

Seabirds spend much of their time on or near the sea surface searching for food. They also feed, nest and
roost on the seashore.
The following species are present in large numbers across the Bes Islands,
Caribbean flamingo
Frigatebird
Brown pelican
Five species of heron including the great blue heron, black-crowned night heron, yellow-crowned
night heron, tricolored heron and the striated heron
Egret
Red-billed Tropicbirds
Oil destroys a bird’s feather structure, which traps warm air close to the body and keeps cold air and water
away. Oiled birds can quickly become hypothermic and die87. Oiled birds have a reduced ability to fly, evade
predators, find food and a loss of buoyancy can cause drowning. Direct contact of oil to birds’ skin, eyes
and mucous membrane can lead to irritation and infections.
Inhalation or ingestion of oil through preening, feeding or drinking may cause long lasting effects, including:
Pneumonia
Organ damage
Gastro intestinal irritation and ulceration
Organ damage
Death88
Decreased reproduction / irregular breeding behaviour
Development deformities89
During a spill response, take care to minimise disruption to breeding areas and distressed birds. Only
trained personnel should handle and rehabilitate wildlife.
8.4.5

Fish and Shellfish

The BES Islands support a vast range of fish species with a range of behaviours and physiologies. Habitat
preferences include, open ocean, seabed, near shore, shallow water, coral reefs, estuaries and lagoons.
Some fish live or feed near the surface. Fish can be transient or develop home territories. It is difficult to
measure the impact of oil on different fish species90 with the different oil types (toxicity, dispersibility,
percentage of water-soluble component).
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IPIECA. 2004. A Guide to Oiled Wildlife Response Planning. IPIECA Report Series Vol. 13. IPIECA.
UNEP. 2011. Effects of oil pollution on marine wildlife. Global Marine Oil Pollution Information Gateway. United Nations Environment
Programme. Available [online]: http://oils.gpa.unep.org/facts/wildlife.htm
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AMSA. 2011. The effects of maritime oil spills on wildlife including non-avian marine life. Available [online]:
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Mature fish in open waters, deeper than 10 m, are either unaffected or effects are short lived. Effects are
more persistent in shallow or confined waters where dilution of oil is limited. Juvenile fish use these areas
as nursery grounds and are more sensitive to the effects of oil 91.
Floating oil may attract some species as it looks like weed mats offering shelter from predators, food or an
orientation point92. The smell of oil can alter searching, feeding and grooming behaviour in lobsters and
mating behaviour in crabs93. Shellfish and fish with restricted spawning areas, living in shallow waters or the
intertidal zone are more susceptible to marine oil spills.
Exposure of fish and shellfish to oil may cause the following effects:
Smothering
Suffocation
Ingestion of oiled prey
Irritation and damage to the respiratory system
Enlarged liver
Reduced growth
Damage to fins and scales
Habitat loss
Fish tainting94
Reduced egg hatching
Reduced larval survival
Shell closure95
Response techniques should aim to protect and then clean affected areas, using trained personnel.

8.5

Vulnerable Coastal Zones

The LCM (2013) decision tree for use of dispersant96 identifies the most vulnerable coastal zones on
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba (Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19).
These zones should be considered as priority protection areas and all response strategy decisions need to
consider NEBA. This will ensure focused incident management, ensuring the environmental sensitivities are
provided with maximum protection.
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Figure 17: Most vulnerable coastal zones of Bonaire

Figure 18: Most vulnerable coastal zones of St Eustatius
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Figure 19: Most vulnerable coastal zones in Saba

8.6

Socioeconomic Sensitivities

The following information describes the socioeconomic sensitivities that may be impacted by an oil spill in
the BES Islands
8.6.1

Tourism

All three islands support a thriving tourist industry with recreational diving, watersports and eco tourism
generating the most income for the three islands. There are large volumes of cruise ship traffic in the
Caribbean region, with the future bunkering of cruise ships anticipated on Bonaire.
Tourism contributes to most of Bonaire’s income, with approximately 7000 tourists arriving by air and
200,000 on cruise ships annually97. This has led to tourist spending of $125 million, of which $50 million is
accumulated through ecosystem based activities, particularly water sports.
Bonaire’s coral reefs are an income hub for the island, predominantly through charging a levy to divers
within their Marine Park area.98 Additionally, divers must go through island based companies to organise
dives and equipment, increasing income from the diving industry in these sensitive ecosystems. Around
60% of tourists who arrive by air are thought to be divers. This industry is centred on Klein Bonaire, the
small island in Bonaire’s western crescent. Whale and dolphin watching is of a lesser focus, with an
estimated 200 visitors a year participating, although there are no companies specifically tailored to this
yet99.
97

Schep, S., van Beukering, P., Brander, L., & Wolfs, E. 2012a. The tourism value of nature on Bonaire. IVM Institute for
Environmental Studies
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National Marine Park. Marine policy 32; p63-69.
99
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St Eustatius’ tourism centres on diving and the natural environment. The number of divers visiting the
Protected Area has been growing, with the number of divers registered with St Eustatius Marine Park
increasing by 20% from 2005100. Data shows that the number of divers has steadily increased since the
slump in tourism in 2001/2, and is consistently reaching record levels. The proportion of divers purchasing
an annual pass (66%) increased between 2005 and 2006101. St Eustatius National Marine Park (2010)
estimates the islands coral reef resources generating approximately USD $11,200,454 through coral reef
associated tourism and fisheries102.
Many recreational divers enjoy the Saba Marine Park that has a diving levy for recreational users. This levy
currently funds around 70% of the park’s income103. In 1994/95 a cost benefit analysis determined that the
Park was responsible for generating US $ 3 million towards the islands Gross Domestic Product of US $14
million104.
8.6.2

Fishing

On Bonaire, local commercial fishing supplies 15-20% of local employment, as 94% of the islands 15,000
inhabitants eat locally sourced fish105. Reef related commercial fishing practices are the source of around
$400,000 annually, with recreational fishing contributing a further $700,000 106.
St Eustatius fishing industry focuses primarily fish on the narrow shelf surrounding the island. Fishing is
restricted to hand and line in the marine reserves and Fishermen are restricted to catching a maximum of
20 queen conch per year in the Marine Park area. The spiny lobster fishery is considered the most
important fishery on the island107.
There are about 20 fishermen on St. Eustatius. Considering the small-scale of St Eustatius’ economy, fishing
is a significant social and economical factor108. In 2001, there were eight commercial fishermen with four
boats on Saba109. This number has fluctuated with many fishermen seeking work in the construction
industry. Many of these fishermen still fish recreationally and in 2001 there was an estimated 80
recreational fishermen on the island110. The commercial boats tend to focus on Saba Bank111 and fishing
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9

Oil Spill Governance

The following national legislation is enforced within the BES Islands to facilitate an effective incident
response. International legislation supports and supplements the Acts listed below, ensuring RWS’ legal
obligation to oil spill response and preparedness.

9.1

BES Maritime Act
BES Maritime Management Act

Intervention
Protocol
Collisions
Regulations
Convention
MARPOL
Convention

Boundary Treaty

UN Law of the
Sea Convention

OPRC
Convention

SPAW Protocl

1996 Protocol

Intervention
Treaty
Cartagena
Convention Oil
Spill Protocol

Table 30 provides a brief summary of the BES Maritime Act and supporting legislation.
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Table 30: Overview of the BES Maritime Act
Legislation

BES Maritime Act

Summary
Entered into force in October 2010 (see Gazette 2010, 626). Provides a
framework for the effective management of the marine resources of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba. The BES Maritime Management Act
provides rules for marine and coastal activities, which may have an impact
on:
The safety of shipping and traffic at sea
Marine flora and fauna
The coastal and marine environment and natural world
The maritime archaeological heritage at sea
Marine pollution
In order to ensure that the interests designated in the BES Maritime
Management Act are properly protected, RWS operates a permits
system112.

Intervention
Treaty/Convention Protocol

Treaty relating to pollution by oil on the high seas, Brussels 29 November
1969 (see Article 1 sub. S WmbBES). Protocol relating to Intervention on
the High Seas in Cases of Pollution by Substances other Oil, November
1973 (Dutch Treaty Series 1977, 162). The Protocol affirms the right of a
coastal State to ‘take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary
to prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their
coastline or related interests from pollution or threat of pollution of the
sea by oil, following upon a maritime casualty or acts related to such a
casualty’113.

Intervention Protocol

Protocol relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Pollution by
Substances other Oil, November 1973 (Dutch Treaty Series 1977, 162). The
Protocol affirms the right of a coastal State to ‘take such measures on the
high seas as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave and
imminent danger to their coastline or related interests from pollution or
threat of pollution of the sea by oil, following upon a maritime casualty or
acts related to such a casualty’ 114.

Collisions Regulations
(COLREGs) Convention

Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at
Sea, October 1972 (with Annexes - Dutch Treaty Series 1974, 51). Designed
to update and replace the Collision Regulations of 1960, the 1972
COLREGs recognise traffic separation schemes. Rule 10 gives guidance in
determining safe speed, the risk of collision and the conduct of vessels
operating in or near traffic separation schemes115.
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Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland. BES Maritime Act. Available [online]: http://www.rijksdienstcn.com/en/infrastructure-and-theenvironment/bes-maritime-management-act
113
IMO. List of Conventions. Intervention on High Seas. Available [online]:
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114
IMO. List of Conventions. Intervention on High Seas. Available [online]:
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115
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Legislation

MARPOL Convention

Summary
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
November 1973 (Dutch Treaty Series 1975, 147 and Dutch Treaty Series
1978, 187). The MARPOL Convention includes regulations aimed at
preventing and minimising pollution from ships, both from accidental
pollution and from routine operations. There is a requirement for ships to
have a Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP), in accordance
with IMO guidelines and approved by the government of the state under
whose authority the ship is operating.
MARPOL 73/78 also provides guidelines for reporting pollution incidents
to the authorities and outlines standard reporting procedures.

Boundary Treaty

Boundary Treaty, March 1978 between the Kingdom of the Netherlands
and the Republic of Venezuela (Dutch Treaty Series 1978, 61). The
Boundary Treaty delimits the maritime boundary between territory of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands and Venezuelan territory.

UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS)

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, December 1982 (with
Annexes - Dutch Treaty Series 1983, 83). Also referred to as the Law of the
Sea Convention or the Law of the Sea treaty, the international agreement
that defines the rights and responsibilities of nations in their use of the
world's oceans, establishing guidelines for businesses, the environment,
and the management of marine resources.

OPRC Convention

International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and
Cooperation, November 1990 (with Annex - Dutch Treaty Series 1992, 1).
The OPRC convention provides an international framework for cooperation in combating and responding to major incidents or threats of oil
pollution. The convention strives to:
Prevent marine pollution by oil, in accordance with the precautionary
principle
Advance the adoption of adequate response measures in the event that
oil pollution does occur
Provide for mutual assistance and co-operation between States for
these aims
The Parties adhering to the OPRC’90 convention are required to establish
measures for dealing with pollution incidents, either nationally or at a
regional and global level, in co-operation with other countries. The
convention calls for the establishment of stockpiles of oil spill response
equipment, for the conduct of oil spill response exercise, and for the
development of detailed plans for dealing with pollution incidents. Parties
must require that ships, offshore units and seaports under their
jurisdiction have oil pollution emergency plans.
Recognising the importance of international co-operation in combating
the dangers of marine oil pollution, the convention encourages all parties
to enter into bilateral and regional response agreements to prepare for,
and respond to oil spills. The convention establishes a voluntary
mechanism for Parties to provide technical assistance in the form of
equipment and training to other Parties that request such assistance.
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Legislation

SPAW Protocol

Summary
The Protocol concerning Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife, January
1009 (with Annexes - Dutch Treaty Series 1990, 115) to the Convention for
the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment of the Wider
Caribbean Region, March 1983 (Dutch Treaty Series 1983, 152).
The SPAW Protocol precedes other international environmental
agreements concerned with utilising an ecosystem approach to
conservation. The Protocol acts as a vehicle to assist with regional
implementation of the broader and more demanding global Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD). The objective of the Protocol is to protect
rare and fragile ecosystems and habitats, which in turn protects the
endangered and threatened species who utilise them116.

1996 Protocol

November 1996 Protocol to the Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, December 1972 (Dutch
Treaty Series 1998, 134).
The 1996 Protocol represented a major change of approach to the
regulation of the use of the sea as a depository for waste materials. The
1996 Protocol prohibits dumping, except for materials on an approved list.
This opposes the 1972 Convention that permitted dumping of wastes at
sea, except for those materials on a banned list117.

Cartagena Convention Oil Spill
Protocol

The Protocol Concerning Co-operation and Development in Combating Oil
Spills in the Wider Caribbean Region (the Oil Spills Protocol) was drafted
and adopted concurrently with the Cartagena Convention in 1983 and
entered into force in1986.
The objective of the Protocol is to strengthen national and regional
preparedness and response capacity of the nations and territories of the
region. The Protocol also serves to foster and facilitate co-operation and
mutual assistance among the nations and territories in cases of emergency
in order to prevent and control major oil spill incidents.
REMPEITC-Carib has been established by IMO and UNEP in order to:
Strengthen national and regional preparedness and response capacity
of the Island States and Territories of the Wider Caribbean Region and
to foster and facilitate cooperation and mutual assistance in cases of
emergency in order to prevent, control and combat major oil spill
incidents
Strengthen the operational effectiveness of the implementation of the
Cartagena Oil Spill Protocol and the Caribbean Islands OPRC (Oil
Preparedness and Response Co-operation)-plan and Convention
through the provision of technical services.

116

The Caribbean Environment Programme. Overview of the SPAW Protocol. Available [online]:
http://www.cep.unep.org/cartagena-convention/spaw-protocol/overview-of-the-spaw-protocol
117
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9.2

BES Prevention of Pollution from Ships Acts
BES Prevention of Pollution from Ships Act

MARPOL
Convention

AFS Convention

International
Convention for
the Control and
Management of
Ships’ Ballast
Water and
Sediments

UN Law of the
Sea Convention

Table 31 provides a brief summary of the BES Prevention of Pollution from Ships Acts.
Table 31: Overview of the Prevention of Pollution from Ships Acts
Legislation
BES Prevention of Pollution
from Ships Acts
MARPOL Convention

Summary
Regulates prohibition on discharging harmful substances into the sea or in
inland waters.
Refer to: Table 30.

AFS Convention

International Convention on the Control of Harmful Anti-fouling Systems
on Ships, September 2008. The Convention prohibits the use of harmful
organotins in anti-fouling paints used on ships and establishes a
mechanism to prevent the potential future use of other harmful
substances in anti-fouling systems118.

International Convention for
the Control and Management
of Ships' Ballast Water and
Sediments

The Ballast Water Management Convention, adopted in 2004, aims to
prevent the spread of harmful aquatic organisms from one region to
another through the ballast water of international vessels. The Convention
establishes standards and procedures, and all ships in international traffic
are required to manage their ballast water and sediments to a certain
standard, according to a ship-specific ballast water management plan. All
ships will also have to carry a ballast water record book and an
international ballast water management certificate. The ballast water
management standards will be phased in over a period of time 119.
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IMO. List of Conventions. Antifouling Convention. Available [online]:
http://www.imo.org/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/International-Convention-on-the-Control-of-Harmful-Antifouling-Systems-on-Ships-(AFS).aspx
119
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Legislation

Summary
Refer to: Table 30.

UNCLOS

9.3

BES Liability of Oil Tankers Act
BES Liability of Oil Tankers Act

International
Convention on
Civil Liability for
Oil Pollution
Damage 1992

CLC 1992 and
Fund 2003
Table 32 provides an overview of the BES Liability of Oil Tankers Act.
Table 32: Overview of the BES Liability of Oil Tankers Act
Legislation
BES Liability of Tankers Act

Summary
This law applies to pollution damage caused in the territory of the BES TZ
and EEZ.
The owner of the ship at the time of an incident shall be liable for
pollution damage caused by the ship as a result of the incident.

International Convention on
Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage 1992

The Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (CLC 1992) was
adopted to ensure that adequate compensation is available to those who
suffer oil pollution damage resulting from maritime casualties involving
oil-carrying ships. The Convention places the liability for such damage on
the owner of the ship from which the polluting oil escaped or was
discharged. The Convention does not cover oil spills from offshore
installations, drilling facilities or inland spills.

CLC 1992 and Fund 2003

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage.
Deals with compensation for damages from spills of persistent crude and
fuel oil from tankers. Does not cover oil spills from offshore installations,
drilling facilities or inland spills.
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9.4

Boundaries Public Bodies Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba Ordinance

Boundaries Public Bodies Bonaire, St
Eustatius and Saba Ordinance

Art. 4a, Public
Bodies Act
Bonaire. St
Eustatius and
Saba

Table 33 provides an overview of the Boundaries Public Bodies Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba Ordinance.
Table 33: Overview of the Boundaries Public Bodies Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba Ordinance
Legislation
Boundaries Public Bodies
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba
Ordinance

9.5

Summary
According to Article 4a of the public bodies Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba
Act, the boundaries of public bodies are established by order in council
(decision limits public bodies BES).

Additional National Legislation within the BES Islands

A further six national Acts are present within the BES Islands to help facilitate an effective oil spill response.
Table 34: Overview of additional national legislation within the BES Islands
Legislation
Vessels Act 1930 BES

Summary
The Harbourmaster, the pilots and auxiliary pilots and police, each so far
as concerns the area for which he is appointed, monitor the movements of
all vessels in harbours and bays and in the territorial waters around
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba.

Pilots Act 2001 BES

The owner of a sail, motor or fishing-vessel, in one of the public bodies of
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba is required to ensure that the vessel is
provided with a registration mark.

BES Clearance of Ships and
Wrecks Act

The Administrator / Minister is authorised to clean and clear a wreck and
the property on board of a wreck without being held liable for the cleanup
by the stakeholders in the wreck.
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9.6

Oil Spill Response Areas of Jurisdiction

Each different oil spill response strategy has a recognised body that is responsible, accountable, consulted
and informed about the operations (Table 35). The main legislation to enable all oil spill response activities
is the BES Maritime Act. At present the Harbourmaster does not have a legal status, instead he acts on
behalf of the Lieutenant Governor through an official mandate. This means that all the Harbourmasters
response decisions and actions are the eventual responsibility of the Lieutenant Governor.
Table 35: Oil spill response jurisdiction within the BES Islands
Oil Clean-Up
Scenario’s

ResponsibleA

AccountableB

ConsultedC

Harbourmaster (IC)
in TZ and EEZ

Minster of IenM for
TZ and EEZ

RWS for TZ and
EEZ

Dispersant

Harbourmaster (IC)
in TZ and EEZ

Minster of IenM for
TZ and EEZ
Minister of EZ
(Economic Zargen)
for TZ and EEZ

RWS and the
Department
Economical Affairs
for TZ and EEZ

In-Situ Burning

Harbourmaster (IC)
in TZ and EEZ

Minster of IenM for
TZ and EEZ

Harbourmaster (IC)

Lt Governor acting
in his own right
under local
legislation

Mechanical

On-shore
protection,
recovery and
clean-up

RWS and the
Department
Economical Affairs
for TZ and EEZ
Marine parks,
wildlife
organisations and
RWS

InformedD
Marine Parks,
neighbouring
countries
Marine Parks,
neighbouring
countries
Marine Parks,
neighbouring
countries
Ministry of
Economic Affairs

A:

Responsible for carrying out the operational activities
Party who has the ultimate legal accountability
C:
Needs to be consulted before an action can be carried out
D:
No legal requirements to inform these parties but beneficial to the response
B:
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Appendix
Appendix 1 Contacts Directory
Bonaire
Contact
Name/Position

Organisation
Lt. Governor
Island Secretary
Harbourmaster
Loading Master
STINAPA
BOPEC
Bonaire Pilots
Admin
Chief Police
Chief Fire
Department
BSF-Bonaire
Security Force
Red Cross
National Office
Dutch Caribbean

Telephone Number

Email

To protect the privacy of personal contact data, it is the responsibility of the
Bonaire, St Eustatius and Saba Island administrations to complete the contacts
directory.
An up-to-date contacts directory must accompany this OSCP and be frequently
circulated to all appropriate parties.

Bonaire

Work: 00599-7158333
(13.30-17.00)

info@RijksdienstCN.com

St Eustatius
Contact
Name/Position

Organisation
Lt. Governor
Island Secretary
Harbourmaster
Stenapa
Nustar
Eustatius Fire
Department
Ambulance
Service
Queen Beatrix
Medical Center
Police
Department
National Office
Dutch Caribbean

Telephone Number

Email

To protect the privacy of personal contact data, it is the responsibility of the Bonaire, St
Eustatius and Saba Island administrations to complete the contacts directory.
An up-to-date contacts directory must accompany this OSCP and be frequently circulated
to all appropriate parties.
Airport, St. Eustatius

Tel: 011599-3182360
Tel: 011599-3182211
Tel: 011599-3182211

St Eustatius
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Saba
Contact
Name/Position

Organisation
Lt. Governor
Island Secretary
Harbourmaster
SABA
Conservation
Foundation
National Office
Dutch Caribbean

Telephone Number

Email

To protect the privacy of personal contact data, it is the responsibility of the Bonaire, St
Eustatius and Saba Island administrations to complete the contacts directory.
An up-to-date contacts directory must accompany this OSCP and be frequently circulated
to all appropriate parties.
Saba

Dutch Caribbean Coastguard
Contact
Organisation
Name/Position
CG
CG Alarm

Work: 00599-4163934
(13.30-17.00)

Telephone Number

info@RijksdienstCN.com

Email

Tel: 00599-4637700
Tel: 00599-9913

National Representative Dutch Caribbean
Contact
Organisation
Telephone Number
Email
Name/Position
To protect the privacy of personal contact data, it is the responsibility of the Bonaire, St
National
Eustatius and Saba Island administrations to complete the contacts directory.
Representative
Deputy National
Representative

An up-to-date contacts directory must accompany this OSCP and be frequently circulated
to all appropriate parties.

Hydro Meteo Centre North Sea (HMCN)
Contact
Organisation
Name/Position
HMCN
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Appendix 2 Forms
Please see the Appendix 2 folder.
Contents:
1. Personal Log
2. POLREP
a. POLINF
b. POLFAC
c. POLWARN
3. Incident Action Plan Cover Sheet
a. ICS 202 - Incident objectives
b. ICS 207 - Organisation Chart
c. ICS 204 - Assignment list
d. ICS 205 - Incident Radio Communications Plan
e. ICS 206 - Medical Plan
4. Oil Pollution Prevention Report
5. OSRL Notification Form
6. OSRL Mobilisation Form
7. Media Holding Statements
8. Aerial Surveillance Log Report Form
9. Burn Effectiveness Report Form
10. Vessel Dispersant Application Log
11. Dispersant Effectiveness Monitoring Report, Tier I
12. Dispersant Effectiveness Monitoring Report, Tier II and III
13. ISB Air Monitoring Log Form
14. Site Safety and Health Plan
15. OSRL Demobilisation Authorisation Form
16. Oil Spill Sampling Label
17. Letter of Request For Oil Spill Analysis
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Appendix 3 Bonn Agreement Oil Spill Sampling Guidelines
Bonn Agreement Volume 3, Chapter 32: The Guidelines for the Exchange of Oil Samples/Results between
countries, and on Oil Spill identification.
Please see the Appendix 3 folder for the full report.
Oil Spill Sampling
All spills encountered and all potential sources of spills should be sampled. It is important to take samples
from both spill and source even when it is clear where the spill originates. The Bonn Agreement Volume 3,
Chapter 32: The Guidelines for the Exchange of Oil Samples/Results between countries, and on Oil Spill
identification describes the sampling equipment and routines to be used.
The different sampling methods recommended by the Bonn Agreement Volume 3 (Chapter 32), applicable
to RWS considering their response resources and oil spill risk scenarios are summarised below:
1. Sampling from thick waterborne layers, oil globules and tar balls:
Focus the sampling on thick parts of the spill. If the spill is large, it is important to take samples in several
positions within the spill to get a representative sample selection.
Use of a sample bottle directly:
Globules, balls and thick parts can often be sampled directly with a sample bottle. Fill the bottle with as
many balls as possible or skim oil from the surface by repeated sweeps with the bottle. Remove the water
which has entered the bottle. One method of doing this is to close the lid and hold the bottle upside down
for a minute to let the oil float upwards to the bottom of the bottle so that the water can be drained by
careful opening of the lid. Then continue to skim oil and try to get the bottle approximately three-quarters
full of de-watered oil (i.e. 50-70 ml). Further techniques to concentrate the oil into the sampling bottle:
Polyethylene cornet or conical Teflon bag:
Floating brown oil layers or tar balls on the water surface can often be sampled by a polyethylene cornet.
The cornet should have a wide hem into which a metal ring can be threaded. First cut off the tip of the
cornet as shown in Figure 3-1. A holder is fitted onto the ring and by means of this holder the device can be
fastened to a boathook or the like.

Metal ring

Polyethylene
Holder
cornet
Figure 3-1 Polythene cornet

The assembled device
is swept through the
spill so as to skim as
much oil as possible.
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The water in the cornet is slowly let out
and the drainage is stopped when the last
drop of water has escaped. Then the oil in
the cornet is filled into a 100 ml wide-neck
sample bottle. The same procedure is then
repeated once or several times until the
bottle is approximately three-quarters full
of de-watered oil.
N.B. Do not fill the bottle to a higher level
than up to 2 cm below the lower edge of
the lid.
Clean bucket with small holes:
One useful refinement of the skimming technique involves the use of a bucket with small holes in the
bottom allowing much of the water to drain away from the oil. After drainage of water, the skimming
technique may be repeated several times to increase the amount of oil in the bucket. Finally, the oil may be
transferred to the sample container by means of a stainless-steel or Teflon scraper used to scrape the sides
of the bucket.
2. Collection of samples from the water surface:
Try to concentrate the oil fraction in the sample container by skimming the oil from the water. A
conical Teflon bag or polyethylene cornet or a clean bucket with small holes can be used to
concentrate the oil into the container.
Do not fill the container completely. Allow for thermal expansion of the sample.
If possible, sample oil from the thickest part of the slick.
In highly contaminated waters, e.g. harbours, take blind samples.
If a combat action against a waterborne oil spill lasts for several days, take oil samples every day for
documentation of weathering and possible additional spills from other sources.
If other suspicious slicks occur, i.e. their appearance differs, or if slicks are observed a long distance
away from the expected site, also take samples here for identification of other possible sources
3. Sampling of thin oil films (sheens):
A special Teflon pad can be used if the oil film on the water surface is very thin (“rainbow sheen”,
“blue sheen”, “silvery sheen”). The use of a Teflon pad can dramatically increase the amount of oil
sampled. The pad material should be Teflon (or a similar inert polyfluoropolymer) because other
materials interfere with the subsequent analytical processes in the chemical laboratory.
A practical arrangement for handling a pad is shown in Figure 3-2. Great care must be taken during
sampling to avoid contamination of the sheen by traces of oil from the sampling vessel or from
other sources. The pad should be swept in the spill preferably until it is coloured by the oil.
However, it should be emphasized that the pad may have absorbed a sufficient amount of oil even
if the pad has no sign of brown colour.

rod and line
clothes peg

Teflon pad
Figure 3-2 Practical equipment arrangement for sampling oil sheens
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4. Taking oil samples on beaches and from oiled animals:
Take samples in every continuous oil slick. In the case of a spill which is scattered over a long
coastline many samples should be taken to enable a mapping of the oil distribution on the shores.
The oil should be scraped off oiled items and transferred into sample bottles. Avoid, if possible,
contamination in the bottles by sand, grass and other debris. In exceptional cases when it is difficult
to obtain clean oil samples, it is acceptable to place small oiled items (pebbles, small pieces of
wood, etc.) in the bottles.
Any remaining traces on the shore from earlier oil spills must be carefully avoided during sampling
a specific new spill. Take extra samples if there is any suspicion of more than one oil spill in the area
(differing colour, consistency etc.). Always take blank samples in instances of hesitation. This is
especially important when oil samples are scraped from creosote-impregnated wood.
Never take whole animal samples, body tissues, etc. which may become rotten during shipment.
Try to cut off small parts of oiled feathers, fur, etc. Put the material directly into a sample bottle.
5. Use of sampling buoy from an airplane:
It is possible to drop a sampling buoy into an oil spill from an air craft. Attached to the buoy there is a
Teflon pad. Below are instructions on how such a sampling buoy should be handled when recovered from
the surface of the sea.

Figure 3-3 Sampling buoy
Take a record of position, wind and sea currents.
Lift the buoy from the water without touching the sample pad with fingers.
Allow excess water to drain off from the sample pad. Check that the sample does not contain
animal tissue which might rot during transport.
Insert the sample pad into a sample bottle. Pushing the pad with a clean peg of any kind can
facilitate the insertion of a sample pad. Perform this without touching with fingers or contact with
items that might contain disturbing contaminants.
The samples should be immediately transported to a sampling coordinator. Quick handling of
samples is important. The samples should be kept below a temperature of +4°C.
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6. Use of helicopter sampling device:
Oil samples can be taken with equipment attached to a helicopter (Figure 3-4).

Figure 3-4 Image of a Helicopter sampling device in action
Figure 3-5 shows the helicopter sampling device.

Figure 3-5 Helicopter sampling device
Due to the buoyancy of the three empty bottles, initially the apparatus floats horizontally on the
water surface, so that water and surface layer film can flow into the sampling bottle (four). After
filling, this bottle sinks down and thereby directs the opening upwards, so that water can no longer
flow into or out of the bottle.
Under adverse conditions (rough seas, thin oil films) a small stripe of a Teflon-net may be attached
to the sampler (kept in place by two plastic screws). When the sampler is lowered to the sea
surface, this Teflon net is thus laid upon the oil film. After sampling, the Teflon net is put into the
glass bottle.
As can be seen in the right-hand picture in Figure 3-6, enough oil for the following trace analysis is
sampled in this way (sample on the left taken without Teflon net, no visible oil ; sample on the
right: “clean water” taken beside the oil film).

Figure 3-6 Correct Teflon net sampling
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This sampling device may also be used from bigger ships or from bridges in harbours.
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Sample Handling, Storage and Labelling
Sampling procedures which are connected to liability investigations must be performed with great care and
accuracy concerning spills as well as suspected sources. Every action should be taken to prevent any
deterioration in the samples’ value as evidence.
In order to maintain the integrity of samples, proper handling, storage and labelling protocols should be
followed. Samples and sampling equipment should be handled and stored so that the samples cannot be
manipulated, mixed up, or otherwise be contaminated by strange oils.
All efforts must be made to avoid contaminating the sample when collecting oil in the field. The use of
appropriate containers to store the sample is important. Glass jars or bottles are preferred as plastic
containers can pose a risk of contamination from dissolved plastic. Samples should be handled as legal
evidence and should be kept in a “chain of custody” until identification and possible legal procedure has
been completed. It is important to always use approved sealable and individually numbered safety bags
with three detachable adhesive number labels with identical number (the same as on the bag).
Each safety bag number is unique for one specific sample. The number is the identification of the sample.
One of the detachable number labels shall be affixed onto the glass sample bottle. The next number label
shall be placed on the outer plastic jar and the third label on the Letter of Request (described below).
A sample label shall be fixed to each sample bottle. Refer to: Forms, Oil Spill Sampling Label, Appendix 2.
The main steps in handling, sorting and labelling oil spill samples as detailed in the Bonn Agreement
Volume 3 (Chapter 32) are provided below:
1. Important documentation for the taking and shipping of oil samples:
A Letter of Request with a specification of the request and information on enclosed samples.
Necessary information in the Letter of Request and/or in the sample bottle label is the following:
o District, sampler, unit
o Date and position (or sampling site on board vessel) of sampling
o Spill’s volume/appearance, oil type
o Suspected source
Refer to: Forms, Letter of Request For Oil Spill Analysis, Appendix 2.
Sample labels shall be affixed onto all sample bottles.
Number labels from individually numbered safety bags shall be affixed onto all sample bottles.
2. Filling and labelling of sample bottles:
As sample containers use 100 - 250 ml thick-walled wide-neck borosilicate glass bottles. A suitable
inner neck diameter is 30 mm. The lid tightening should be of high quality. Use a new (unused)
sample bottle for each sampling site.

Figure 3-7 Suitable sampling container
If possible, avoid getting water into the bottle. One method to remove water from the bottle is to
close the lid and hold bottle upside down for a minute. Then let the oil float upwards to the bottom
of the bottle so that the water can be drained by opening the lid carefully.
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Do not fill the bottle to a higher level than to 2 cm below the lower edge of the lid. If the bottle is
completely filled of cold oil it may later leak when the oil volume increases at room temperature.
Check that the bottle lid gasket is undamaged and that the lid fits tightly. Carefully wipe excess oil
and water from the outside of the bottle.
Affix a filled-in sample label onto each bottle.
3. Packing of samples:
An oil sample must be packed appropriately before it can be shipped to a laboratory for analysis.
The sample is usually in either of the following forms:
o Free oil
o Sample pad containing oil
o Oiled item (feather, piece of wood, stone, etc)
Allow excess water to drain off from the sample. Check that the sample does not contain animal
tissue which might rot during transport. Insert the sample into a sample bottle. The insertion of a
sample pad can be facilitated by pushing the pad with the used clothes peg or a clean peg of any
kind. Perform this without touching with fingers or contact with items that might contain disturbing
contaminants.
Affix a sample label onto the sample bottle and a number label from an individually numbered
safety bag.
Insert the bottle into a safety bag (Figure 3-8) and seal the bag according to the bag’s instruction.

Figure 3-8 Sample Safety bag
Put the bottle package into a 600 ml plastic jar which is used as an outer container. Affix the second
number label onto the outside of this jar (keep the third number label for the Letter of Request).
The samples should be immediately sent to the Sample Co-ordinator. A quick handling of samples is
important. If the transmittal is delayed the samples should be kept under a temperature of less
than +4°C. The Sample Co-ordinator watches the continued shipping of the samples.
The plastic jar (with its content of a sample bottle in a sealed safety bag) should be placed in a
cardboard box, before shipment, as shown in the figure to the right. If prescribed in local
regulations the whole packaging must be approved and the cardboard box must wear an inscription
which shows this approval (see the example under the cardboard box).
Shipping and Sample Analysis
An appointed ‘Sample Co-ordinator’ should collect all samples and fill in a ‘Letter of Request For Oil Spill
Analysis’ which is sent to the laboratory together with the samples. Refer to: Forms, Appendix 2.
The appointed Sample Co-ordinator should also call in special personnel if required from an Industrial
Laboratory for conducting physical analyses. The purpose is to take samples on board a ship to investigate if
an oil is persistent according to the specifications of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds.
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Oil samples are to be considered as dangerous goods when they are shipped. However, if contained and
packaged as described above, they can normally be shipped as ‘limited quantities’ which means simpler
shipping requirements than for normal dangerous goods. Local regulations should always be followed.
Before the sample analysis can begin, the sample must be cleaned and all debris removed. This
concentrates the sample and the most common techniques used are solvent extraction and
chromatography. Laboratories use a number of different methods to interrogate the oil sample:
Ultra violet fluorescence (UVF)
Gas chromatography-flame ionization detection (GC-FID)
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
RWS follow the Bonn Agreement and use analytical methodology and interpretation of results based on
GC-FID and GC-MS120.
Laboratory testing can be used to identify the specific oil properties and test for dispersant effectiveness.
Samples can be sent to LCM in Lelystad (Netherlands) or Ricardo AEA Technology (UK):
LCM
Watermanagementcentrum Nederland
Zuiderwagenplein 2
Postbus 17
8200 AA Lelystad

AEA Technology
AEA Technology
B551.11
Harwell
Didcot
Oxon
OX11 0QJ

Testing For Dispersant Effectiveness
The effectiveness of dispersant application can be sampled on-site using a simple ‘jam jar’ test. This is a
basic dispersant effectiveness test, summarised in Figure 3-1. Personnel onboard the vessels can carry out
this test and report all information back to the IC (Harbourmaster).
The tools required are:
2 x clear glass containers with lids (plastic bottles not suitable)
Water
Dispersant (small amount)
Spilt oil
Pipette (optional)
The procedure is as follows and shown in Figure 3-1:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take one glass jar and fill ¾ with water
Add 20 drops of oil to the water (enough to cover the water surface to 1 mm thickness)
Cap the jar and shake the oil and water mixture lightly about 10 times
The oil and water should not mix very well and the droplets should rise to the surface quickly
leaving the water fully clear. This is the comparison mixture.
5. Take the second clean glass jar and repeat steps 1 - 3, but also add one drop of your dispersant to
the mixture before shaking. This is the text sample.
6. The oil and water should now mix to form a cloudy mixture in the jar, with very small droplets rising
to the surface, very slowly (>1 hour) if left undisturbed.
7. Compare the comparison mixture with the test sample. If the dispersant is effective, you will see an
increase in water cloudiness and less surface oiling. The greater the different the more effective the
120
CEN-Technical Report CEN/TC BT 120: Oil Spill Identification - Waterborne Petroleum and Petroleum Products. Part 2: Analytical
methodology and interpretation of results based on GC-FID and GC-MS low resolution analyses.
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dispersant. If the two jars show similar clarity, dispersant has not been effective and alternative
strategies should be considered.

Figure 3-1: Basic field dispersant effectiveness ‘jam jar’ test
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Appendix 4 Response Strategies
For full details of the RWS response strategies and Technical Field Guides, please see the Appendix 4 folder.
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Appendix 5 Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch Carribbean
IPN Consultancy (2012) Qualitative Maritime Risk Assessment for the Dutch Carribbean Islands.
Please see the Appendix 5 folder for the full report.
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Appendix 6 Response Upscaling and Downscaling
Response Escalation and Downscaling
The Harbourmaster acting as the IC provides the tier rating of an oil spill. This can be up-scaled and
downscaled according to new surveillance and information received from the responders on-site. Figure 3
shows the expected impact of a Tier 1 to 3 spill and provides indicators of when to escalate from a Tier 1 to
a Tier 3 response.
For all maritime emergencies in the Dutch Caribbean, Figure 1 shows the ‘normal’ emergency response
structure. Departments in RWS reflect the organisations on the BES Islands.
BES Islands

Chairman:
Lieutenant
Governor

Chairman:
Harbourmaster

Bonaire EBT
St Eustatius ERS
Saba EOC

ERT

Ministry of IenM

Island Secretary

Wildlife Organisations / Marine Park
Diving Industry
Local fishermen

Chairman:
Director RWS

RWS RCT

Chairman:
Technical
Advisor RWS

RWS BST

Figure 6-1: ‘Normal’ maritime emergency response structure
As an incident escalates, additional organisations become involved in the emergency response. Additional
lines of communication are opened between RWS and the BES Islands (Figure 2). For a Tier 1 spill escalating
to a Tier 3, additional support from RWS is mobilised to country. The BST mobilise a Technical Advisor to sit
on the ERT and advise the Harbourmaster (the IC). The RCT will mobilise the Liaison Officer IenM to sit on
the Bonaire EBT/St Eustatius ERS/Saba EOC and advise the Lieutenant Governor of the island.

Figure 6-2: ‘Escalated’ maritime emergency response structure
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The Bonaire EBT, St Eustatius ERS and Saba EOC are chaired by the Lieutenant Governor of the island. The
Lieutenant Governor remains primarily responsible for the incident, provided by a mandate from the
Minister of IenM.
Practicalities of Response Escalation
Escalating from a Tier 1 to a Tier 3 response requires additional resources to the response equipment and
personnel. Table 1 below provides an overview of the practicalities to anticipate when escalating from a
Tier 1 to a Tier 3 incident. RWS must consider the process of establishing an EOC, the necessary supporting
logistics and the management of response resources.
Downscaling a Response
The Harbourmaster remains the IC throughout the duration of the response. As the chairman of the ERT,
the Harbourmaster will receive the most current response information. Using the technical expertise and
knowledge in the ERT to support his decision-making, the Harbourmaster will take the lead to downscale a
response and start demobilisation procedures.
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Safety

Tier 3
>795 m³
(>5000 bbls)

Tier 2
16 - 795 m³
(100 - 5000
bbls)

·
·
·
·

Immediate safety
concerns with:
Terminal / vessel
Structural failure
Risk of explosion
Risk of fire

Immediate response
safety concerns with:
· Hazardous gases
· Hazardous working
environments

·
·

People

Fatalities

Multiple significant
casualties <3

Potential safety
concerns with:
Terminal / vessel
Continued release
Multiple casualties >3
Potential response
safety concerns
through continued
release

Environment

Immediate
environmental impact
i.e. confirmed oiled
shoreline and wildlife

Assets

Terminal and port
operations stopped
Terminal and port
operations significantly
reduced
Vessel traffic diverted

Predicted
environmental impact
as spill moves
towards shoreline and
identified sensitivities

Terminal and port
operations reduced
Some vessel traffic
diverted

Minimal
environmental impact
anticipated

Terminal and port
operations temporarily
halted or reduced*

Oil spill source
contained and release
stopped

Tier 1
<16 m³
(<100 bbls)

No unanticipated
safety concerns with
terminal / vessel
No unanticipated
response safety
concerns

Minor injuries and first
aid administered

Response

Media

All available response
equipment in BES
Islands operating at
maximum capacity
RWS response
equipment mobilised

National media
attention guaranteed

No response actions
undertaken by
operator / vessel

RWS response
equipment mobilised
No response actions
undertaken by
operator / vessel

Regional media
attention anticipated

NuStar / Curoil /
BOPEC response
equipment deployed
No response actions
undertaken by
operator / vessel

Local media attention
anticipated

*The Lieutenant Governor of the island has the right to stop the oil terminal operations regardless of the tier rating of an oil spill

Figure 6-3: Response escalation and downscaling
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Table 6-1: Practicalities of an escalating incident
Tasks

IT Support

Ensure media management is of
high priority

Ensure all relevant ministries
with jurisdiction and authority
are engaged in the response

RWS to facilitate the oil spill response with guidance and
liaison from all relevant ministries

Overseas contractor
management

Ensure sufficient housing is secured - block book multiple
security cleared hotels
Contract transport providers
Customs and visa process is expedited for multi nationality
personnel

Contractor Management

Ensure adequate IT support
throughout incident

Media

Ensure the EOC at the ports are
adequate to meet size and
demands of enlarged response
organisation

Action
Desired actions but not all may be achievable in the BES Islands
Secure suitable building and resource with a minimum of
perimeter and entry security teams 24/7
Large central room to house response staff
Central room to have multiple status boards with markers
Each work station should contain a phone, laptop, multiple
notepads, pens and pencils
Additional rooms to house support functions such as
medical, canteen, IT, technical specialists, admin etc
Building to have A/C and washroom facilities
Building to have sufficient printers, faxes and copiers
Building to have ‘break-out’ rooms for people to take
refreshments and relax when off duty
Building to have sufficient parking space
Building able to provide or receive sufficient food and
water for staff
IT support contractors to be pre-identified
Internet access is at highest speed possible (Wi-Fi included)
Laptops, projectors are available in sufficient numbers for
non issued personnel
Ensure specific personnel are allocated for documentation
and record keeping throughout the response
Establish media centre close to but not on site of the EOC
Media centre must have security team and rear exit doors
speakers
Issue timely and regular media statements including
incident website for public access within 12 hours post
incident alert
Issue media line for people to make enquiries

Command Liaison

Incident Command Post

#
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Community Relationships

Volunteers

VOO’s

Response Resources

#

Tasks

Action

Offshore and onshore spill
response - identify and mobilise
sufficient resources for scale of
incident

Liaise with OSRL and mobilise
Containment and recovery capability
Aerial and vessel dispersant capability
Wildlife response capability

VOO’s

Mobilise from pre-determined sources suitable for each
type of operation
Refer to: Vessels of Opportunity, Section 6.1.3 (pg. 44)
Use contracted shipbroker to source from local, national
and international sources

Volunteers

Establish a volunteer programme for inclusion into various
operations such as shoreline response, wildlife response
Volunteers available on the BES Islands through the wildlife
organisations and the Marine Parks

Community Relationships

Establish a community support programme to ensure good
working relationships and communications with the island
communities
Ensure early engagement to manage expectations (financial
or otherwise)
Manage claims and compensation requests

For information on response termination, post spill monitoring and demobilisation procedures, refer to:
Response strategies, Appendix 4,
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Appendix 7 RWS Tier 1 Response Equipment Full Inventory
Offshore response equipment
Equipment

Nl-EU

Voorstel / Proposal

Bonaire

St. Eustatius

Current Buster 4

Saba
1

Current Buster 6

2

2

Norén - NORMAR 65
WEIR Skimmer system

2

2

1

Shoreline clean-up kit in 20ft container for small spills. In the case of major pollutants, this is a start-up
package. The package includes:
Protective clothing
Hand tools
Bird care (transport and removal)
Several other tools
Equipment

Nl-EU

Bonaire

St. Eustatius

Saba

2

1

1

1

1

1

Users manual powerpack

1

1

1

Padlock, incl. 5 keys

1

1

1

20’ container

2

1

1

20’ container
Inventory

1

Voorstel / Proposal

Inventory

1

1

1

1

Eyewash

--

02

02

02

First aid kit

--

01

01

01

Work gloves

100

120

120

120

Safety overall

--

500

500

500

Safety eyewear

10

10

10

10

Mouth mask

--

200

200

200

100

100

100

100

Rubber boots size 38

--

--

--

--

Rubber boots size 39

--

--

--

--

Rubber boots size 40

--

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 41

--

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 42

10

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 43

10

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 44

10

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 45

10

20

20

20

Rubber boots size 46

10

10

10

10

Rubber boots size 47

10

10

10

10

Rainsuit
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14 teeth rake

10

20

20

20

16 teeth rake

10

20

20

20

32 teeth rake

10

20

20

20

4 teeth Pitchfork

10

20

20

20

9 teeth Pitchfork

10

20

20

20

Shovel

10

20

20

20

Spade short handle

10

20

20

20
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Equipment

Nl-EU

Voorstel / Proposal

Bonaire

St. Eustatius

Saba

Spade long handle

10

20

20

20

Coal shovel

10

20

20

20

Bird safety net in

05

05

05

05

Sorbets pads (100x)

--

10

10

10

Sorbents boom (2x6m)

--

15

15

15

Halogen Lamp on
standard

--

02

02

02

Reel for electricity

--

01

01

01

Powerpack (6KVA)

--

01

01

01

Buckets 12 ltr

24

24

24

24

Jute bag

05

10

10

10

Plastic containers

04

04

04

04

Garbage bags

04

04

04

04

Big plastic bags

25

25

25

25

Tie rips

100

100

100

100

Plastic

01

01

01

01

Removal boxes

40

40

40

40

Tape

04

06

06

06

Pack of paper (A2/A3)

02

02

02

02

Markers

10

10

10

10

Locker

01

01

01

01

Handsoap

01

01

01

01
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#01

10ft container, 1 standard discus slot / lock

#02

Inventarislijst / Inventory

#03

10ft container

#04

Overzicht / overview

#05

#2

#06

Work gloves

#07

Safety overall, Work gloves, Rubber boots

#08

Safety overall, Work gloves, Rubber boots

#09

14 tands hark / 14 teeth rake

#10

14 tands hark / 14 teeth rake
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#11

16 tands hark / 16 teeth rake

#12

16 tands hark / 16 teeth rake

#13

32 tands hark / 32 teeth rake

#14

32 tands hark / 32 teeth rake

#15

4 tands riek / 4 teeth Pitchfork

#16

4 tands riek / 4 teeth Pitchfork

#17

9 tands riek / 9 teeth Pitchfork

#18

9 tands riek / 9 teeth Pitchfork

#19

Schuiver / Shovel

#20

Schuiver / Shovel
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#21

BAT / spade

#22

BAT korte of lange steel /spade short or long
handle

#23

Kolenschop /coal shovel

#24

Kolenschop /coal shovel

#25

Bird safety net in, Removal boxes

#26

Bird safety net in

#27

Plastic containers

#28

Buckets, Rain suit in boxes

#29

Jute bag

#30

Locker

#31

Tape, Garbage bags, Safety eyewear, Markers

#32

Hand soap
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Appendix 8 Additional Tier 2 Response Resources
BOPEC and NuStar have a range of response equipment that may be volunteered during an oil spill incident
(Table 1 and 2). These additional resources are not guaranteed and will be used to supplement the RWS
Tier 1 equipment and personnel already mobilised.
Table 8-1: BOPEC Tier 1 response equipment (Bonaire)
Tier 1 resources operated by BOPEC (Bonaire)
Resource
Quantity
DESMI mini-max skimmer
1
SLICKBAR-SLURP skimmer
2
OMEGA-1A ABASCO oil
boom

2 x 610 m section

Slick-bar diesel pump
Dutch Diesel portable pump
Grove crane
Caterpillar forklift
Ford vacuum truck
Corexit-2527

1
1

14 bar

Details
Weir skimmer, 35 m³ / hr recovery capacity
Weir skimmer, ~ 7 m³ / hr recovery capacity
Recommended for use in protected waters
Capable of operating in wave heights of < 3 m
Located on jetty 1 and jetty 2
~ 7 m³ / hr pump capacity
~ 41 m³ / hr pump capacity
18 ton maximum weight capacity
4 ton maximum weight capacity
~ 6 m³ capacity
588 GLN

Table 8-2: Nustar Tier 1 response equipment (St Eustatius)
Tier 1 resources operated by NuStar (St Eustatius)
Resource
Quantity

Details

Booms

RO-BOOM

32 x 50 m

Sea Curtain offshore boom
Sea Curtain offshore boom
Boom
Anchor gear

1 x 610 m section
1 x 305 m section
305 m
Various
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Resources

Quantity

Details

Skimmers / pumps

RO-SKIM 2000

1

S4 E Nyd Pump
Hand drum pumps
Salvage 3 ins pump

1
4
4

The RO-SKIM is a special section of RO-BOOM that
has been fitted with a weir and DESMI DOP 250 or
DOP 160 pump. Suitable for offshore response.
100 - 125 m³ / hr recovery capacity

Ancillaries

Hydraulic winders for boom
Towing equipment
55 kw diesel power pack
Service containers
Terminator frame

4 ea.
4 ea.
2 ea.
2 ea.
1 ea.

Communications equipment

Motorola hand held radio
Motorola base station
Fax machine
Telephone

85
4
3
Various

Throughout terminal
In the Main / Crude / Traffic / Ops office
In the Main / Crude / Traffic office
All offices

4 ea.
1 ea.

Onboard 40 MT tug boats
Onboard the Statia Responder

Dispersant spray systems

Dispersant spray booms
Dispersant spray system
Power hydraulic pack
(D-30-33HP)

1

Vessels

Oil spill response vessel
Statia Responder
40 MT tug boats
900 HP support boats
20’ support boats
Independent support boats inflatable/HSR vessels

1
4 ea.
3 ea.
2 ea.

Aloi, El Pancake and ML Pickle

3 ea.

Temporary storage

30,000 BDLS storage barge
52,000 BDLS storage barge

1
1

Mobilisation
The BOPEC and NuStar ERT’s will mobilise and deploy the equipment under the direction of the nominated
IC or similar.
Response Times
Mobilisation of the response resources at each terminal will be rapid, as the equipment is kept on-site.
To mobilise the equipment, contact:
NuStar Marine Operations
Tel: +599 318 2300
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Appendix 9 Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean
Marin. 2012. Qualitative Nautical Risk Assessment for the Dutch Caribbean. Report No.: 25478-1-MSCNrev. 3
Please see the Appendix 9 folder for the full report.
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